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This thesis is an examination of the goals and methods of social archaeology.
This is accomplished by exarnining the history of archaeologkal thought and the factors
which gave nse to the need for a social archaeology. ï h e q the social archaeologicai
method is explained and hally is applied in a case study which seeks to understand
social power structures from waiI art which decorated the waüs of the private tombs of
the tomb builders in during the New Kingdom of ancient Egypt. The purpose of this
case study is to demonstrate how a social archaeological study would work. The thesis
condudes with some rernarks on the positive and negative points of the social
archaeological method.
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Introduction
This thesis is the result of an interest in three areas: archaeological theory,
Egyptology, and power relations and is the result of extensive reading, research and
analysis in each of the different areas.
Archaeology as a discipline has evolved in several different ways throughout its
history as an academic discipline. From speculation to an attempt to apply archaeology

as a kind of earth science, archaeology has gone iiom one extreme to the other. In
recent yean however, it is being carefidIy scmtinized and its status as a unifïed
discipline is in question due to the persistent raising of issues about the validity of its
interpretations and the nature of its theory and methods. Are the results of past
archaeological finds based on extemdy verifiable fans? Do they really reflect the p s t ,
or are they a refkction of both the past and the author's view of the present? Are
these £indings a static record or may they be considered more as a text which can be
reread and reinterpreted in several ways? These questions have resulted in a

subdicipline, generally known as social archaeology. Its goal is to seek a much closer
connection between social theoq, ethnography and archaeological practices in order to

bring social science and archaeological insights into much closer contact.

Social

archaeology generates multiple possible readings of archaeological, social and
ethnographic constructions.

In this thesis, 1have chosen to undertake a social archaeological analysis which
involves the use of theory (especiaily power and state formation), ethnographic analysis
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(regardhg the tomb builders of late Dynastie Egypt), and archaeological assemblages

(fiorn the private tomb chapels of the tomb builders) in order to create a reading of the
data that is not static, but rnay be reinterpreted by different readers. It is also an
analysis which draws insights nom other disciplines (such as political science) and as a

result may appear to be acceptable to those who have difficuities with the 'nones and
bones' approach of conventional archaeology. Since social archaeological analysis is a
fairly new perspective, I have decided to explore its formulations and to attempt to
apply it to topics of longstanding interest to me. In doing so, 1 have divided this thesis
into three sections, which essentially focus on issues of theory,

methodology and

application, in that order.

The purpose of the theory section is to review the recent hiaory of
archaeological thought, especially as it applies to social archaeology. This provides a

bais for strategic decisions about conceptual applications to my case material.

The second section, discusses which anaiytic choices may be employed and it
examines what kinds of information cm be a useful bais for my case analysis.

Finally the third section comprises the actual case analysis. It takes issues of
theory and method and applies them to specifïc case materials fiom late Dynastic
Egypt. This section concludes with an evaluation of the advantages as well as the
disadvantapes of the social archaeological approach.

In stnicturing the thesis in this way, 1 have left room for the explication of
several topical areas where I have deemed this to be necessary. The reason for this
option is that 1 speak to several different

audiences. First of al1 I speak to
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anthropologias, who may know little or nothing about the practices of Egyptology or

of social archaeological formulations conceming aate formation and Power. Secondly
1speak to Egyptologi~ts,whom are knowledgeable in the area of ancient Egyptian art

and cuaom, but will not necessarily be famiiiar with the history of archaeological
thought and of the theories of date

formation and power. Thirdly 1 address

archaeologias who rnay be unfamiliar with ancient Egypt udess that is their a r a of
specialty, and who rnay not be familiar with issues in the analysis of state formations

and power. Fuidy I address social theorists who may be familiar with analyses of
power and state formation, but may be much less familiar with archaeological theory or
Egyptology. As a result, certain matters in this thesis are dealt with in much more
detail than they wouid be if I were addressing a homogeneous audience oc Say,

archaeologins, or social theorists, or Egyptologias.
Chapter one deals primarily with archaeological theory and method in historical

ovenkw. The goal of the chapter is to

demonstrate key developments in

archaeologicai theory and method in order to assist in an understanding of the need for

M e r analyses in the area of social archaeology. The chapter begins with a summary
detailing what the term 'social archaeology' means. It examines issues of theory and
methodology and cenain issues in the ethics and politics of research which have in part

nimulateci the development of social archaeology. As far as the ethics and politics are

concemed, issues such as ownership and consewation of archaeological remains have
been important stimuli. The chapter then goes on to examine issues in the history of

archaeological theory and method, tracing these issues from about the 1960s to the
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present and it serves to further dustrate the need for contiming review of practices
within the discipline of archaeology. It identifies and draws insights fiom such schools
of thought as Marxist archaeology, historical archaeology, ethnoarchaeology,
contemal archaeology and post-processuai archaeology, among others. F i d y , the
chapter r e m to the idea of the desirabiiity of a social archaeology and outlines the

amal issues in theory and rnethodology that have developed for the conduct of social
archaeological analysis.
Chapter two deals with the b d s of materials needed for social archaeological
analysis, and indicates how 1 arrived at the identification of materiais that 1 have

decided to examine in my thesis. This includes an examination of issues in several
theoretical formulations of state formation and power. It examines problems in the

analysis of ethnographie materials based on the Ramesside period of ancient Egyptian
hiaory, and identifies sunila. studies applying similar methods elsewhere.

The more theoretical parts of this chapter include an overview of the key
theoretical alternatives of state formation, and of the analysis of power relations by
archaeologists. The intention of this section is to bring readers of dinering backgrounds
to a reasonably common understanding of where I stand on the theoretical fomulations
to be employed in my case analysis and to see something of how 1have amived at them.

In the third chapter, the case analysis, 1 will examine social and power relations among
a village of tomb builders in late Dynastie Egypt. In order to do this I have to assume
some howledge of the concept of power so, 1 have decided to include a substantial
review of the issues in order to show my readers the paths that 1 have taken. I have
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trieci to provide readers with SuffiCient background without burdening them with a
b

surfeit of details. Included in this section is an exitmination of the "integration theories",
the "conflia theories" and the "irrigation theories". F i d y 1 examine definitions of

power relations specificdy as they may pertain to my case analysis, based primarily on
the definition o f power developed by Jonathan Haas (1982) the parllcuiar formulation
which 1 fïnd most acceptable for my purposes.
The second part of chapter nvo provides an overview of archaeological
accounts wbich have employed similar approaches to mine. This includes such works
as Richard Bradley's (1 984) The Sociai Foundations of Prehistoric Britain: Thernes

and Variations in the Archaeology of Power , Rosemary Joyce's (1991) Cerro
Palenque: Power and Identity on the Mava Penphew Hodder's (1982) Synbolic and

Structural Archaeoloa Renfrew & Cherry's (1986) Peer Polity Interaction and Socio-

Political Change, Smith's (1992) "Social Archaeology and The Early State" , and
finally Haas' (1982) The Evolution of the Prehistonc State. In doing this, 1 examine the

work of other authors in order to assess what were their successes and faïiures, what
cctools''they have used, and how they have used them. 1 dso identfi which indicators

they have drawn fiom archaeological assemblages which signified to them the nature of
social power structures and relations. These should prove to be useful in my case
anaiysis, h that they provide ideas as to what to look for in my archaeologicai

rnaterials, and how to proceed with the analysis of power relations fi-om archaeological
data,
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The third part of the second chapter examines ethnographie analyses which
pertain to the tomb builders fkom the town of Deir el-Medina in Egypt during the

Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties. These ethnographies include analyses
of the daily lives of the tomb builders. Works such as Ancient Lives: The Storv of the
Pharaoh's Tombmakers by John Romer (1984), and Morris Bierbrier's (1982)

Tomb Builders of the Pharaohs reconstmct the day- to- day events in the lives of these
people. They cover everythg ftom the jobs that they did and the training that they
underwent in order to do the job, to matters of recreation and legal justice. As far as
our midy is concerne& these midies provide valuable information as to how society

may have been constituted as weli as what items may serve as indicators of power in
doing o u case analysis. While 1 do not take these accounts to be definitive records of
the lives of these peopley1d l use their information as I constmct my representation of

their social and power relations.
Jua as 1 have summarized recem archaeological thought and analyses of state
formation and power theories to share with my readers the conceptual fiameworks that

I favour, 1have also included a section on state formation in Egypt and a brief glimpse
the lives of the tomb builders at Deir el-Medina. While some may find this an excessive

recounting, in my judgrnent it provides important background information for my
analysis. First of all, I deait at Iength with theories of state formation and ongins, but as

far as Egypt at the t h e of the Eighteenth Dynasty was concemed, it was already a
fully formed state. In the final chapter, 1examine power relations specificaily as they are
pomayed in the art that adomed the walls of the tomb chapels of the workers of Deir
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el-Medina In doing so, it is necessary to know something of the life of the workers.
To that end, 1have included a brief nimmary of social lie in the town at that t h e .

The third chapter is an application of social archaeological insights to my case
materials. This

chapter establishes connections between perspectives and issues

addressed in the preceding chapters. The particular case study involves an attempt to
represent the power relations of the tomb builders of the Ramesside period of ancient
Egypt. 1 have chosen the case of Deir el-Medina for severai reasons. First of aii, my
personal love of and fascination with the ancient Egyptians may not be set aside. They
Lived a Me which has always held my attention and kept me wanting to know more
about them, about their Westyles, their culture and most importantly, theû art. 1 chose

the tomb builders because of their relative anonymity as fàr as general knowledge is
concemed. Today, most people in the western world are at least familiar with the
untoucheci tomb of King Tutankhamen which was discovered in 1922 by Howard
Carter. King Tutankhamen and the riches of his tornb are household knowledge, and
people have corne to understand, however falsely, that in Egyptian society there were
pharaohs, and then there were peasants or slaves; that there was no middle ground. As
our analysis shows there were crafts people and others who occupied a Mddle social

mata. Amongst themselves, the tomb builders had their own distinctive social
hierarchy. Foremen at the top were followed by deputies, scribes, draughtsmen and so

on in a somewhat complex may. They had their own village, which was located near
the main pyramid building sites. Initialiy, 1wanted to focus on the Old Kingdom, or the

very beginning of Dynastic Egypt ( approximately 2700- 2300 B.C.) . A problern
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proved to be a lack of archaeological evidence directly pertaining to the tomb builders
of that period, a problem

which would only hinder my analysis, if not make it

impossible. it was then decided to move to the period of the New Kingdom ( 1575 1085 B.C.), and to the town now known as Deir el-Medina (Thebes of late Dynastic

Egypt). It is here that the most extensive archaeological idormation about

the

pharaohs' tomb builders has been found. Several monographs have been written about
these people. The moa notable are John Romer's (1984) Ancient Lives: The Story of

The Pharaobs Tomb Builders and Moms Bierbrier's (1982) The Tomb-builders of the

Pharaohs . Tkey are ethnographie attempts to bring life back to people that have long
since gone. They describe such things as occupations, living arrangements, social
relations and details of clothing and methods of subsisteme. Furthemore, while they

are academic works, they speak to a more general audience as weil, and so they
deserve our attention.
In the case analysis, our goal is to look for representations of power relations

as depicted in the wail art of the Deir el-Medina tombs. As previously stated, this art
covers most of the walls of the tomb chapels that the workmen built, not for others,

but for themselves. The art is nch in detail about the daily lives of the people and about

how they were placed within the greater scheme of social life, including their relation
to the gods. The goal of our analysis is to determine what the power structures rnay
have looked k e , this is only the goal of the analysis and not the overali goal of the
thesis itself. The goal of the thesis is to examine the relative value of social archaeology
and to find out where some of its strengths and weaknesses lie. To put this into
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perspective, if the case analysis is at bea only a partial success, that is not a major
problern for this thesis. The real point is to evaluate and attempt to apply the methods

of social archaeology, and while Egypt provides a case study here, there is no intention
to produce a definitive study of power in Deir el-Medina. First of

aU, the subject is far

too large to deal with here, and secondly that is not the primary goal.
W1th all of this said, 1 now begh the thesis. A quick recapitulation is necessary.
The subject of this thesis is social archaeology; what is it and how does it work? In
accomplishing this goal 1 examine diverse subjects in a fair amount of depth. First of
ail,

1 examine the development of archaeological thought withh the past thirty years.

Secondly, 1present the discussion of early state formation theory, which l a d s to an
examliation of the development of power relations. Fmally, 1 examine materials on the
h e s and power relations of the tomb builders in Deir el-Medina during the Eighteenth,

Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties of ancient Egypt. Throughout, 1attempt to remah
close to the common thread that runs through all of these subjects, and that thread is
social archaeology. Ail of these diverse components are linked to it in some way. Our
examination of archaeological theory helps to show why a social archaeology is
desirable or necessary and suggests where it has corne f?om as

an analytical

perspective. The state and power theories fom the basis of the theoretical perspective

to be employed in our case analysis. 1 do not provide definitive summaries of these
areas, for they al1 include voluminous information. It is my hope that through my
presentation of these different subjects, the primary goal of this thesis will remain clear;
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the value and applicability of social archaeology to analyses of social and power

Chapter One

Social Archaeology: A General Review of the Theoretical and Methodological

Issues.

What is Social Archaeology

There is no definitive response to the question, 'what is social archaeology?,'
for if means quite different things to ditferent scholars. As previously indicated, social
archaeology has evolved over some time (principally since the 1960's) and has
developed in a variety of different ways. Its diverse theoreticai formulations cover a
broad spectrum, although the real diierences betkeen them may be smaii. The most
notable theorists include Ian Hodder (1982% b, c, d, 1986), Michael Shanks and
Chriaopher T i e y (1987a & b), Charles Redman (1978), Colin Re&ew (1986) and

Lewis Binford(l962, 1983, 1989). Each has written extensively in social archaeology
and has applied its methods and insights to quite different sorts of data. There are four

main categones of issues, but this chapter will ded ody with two of them and how they
periain to social archaeology. These issues are theory and method. The other two

issues, ethics and politics can be found in detail in Appendix B at the end of this thesis.

The reason for this is simple. Ethics and politics are issues which relate directly to the
excavation and conservation of archaeological artifiacts and no discussion of
archaeology would be complete without includuig them.

The theorists mentioned

above have aiI devoted significant sections of their monographs to these subjects. In
addition, these are issues that I have strong personal views on. However, since they are
not d i r d y related to what social archaeology is and how it can be used to reinterpret

archaeological remains, 1 have chosen to keep rny discussion of these issues separate

fiom the main body of the text.

Theory and Methodology
This section will include an o v e ~ e wof the theoretical and methodological

emergence of social archaeology. The purpose is to establish a basis of understanding
with perspective readers who may corne fiom other disciplines. It wiU also provide the
basis for the issues in theory and methodology to be employed in the case analysis
presented later in this thesis.

Schools of ArchaeologicaI Thought
It is important to note that schools of archaeological thought are divided into
two general types: rnaterialist and idealist (Hodder, 1986: 18). Materialist approaches
pay more attention to the behavior of a society than to the cultural justifications and

legitimations for such behavior. On the other hand, idealist approaches admit and

understand that part of human action is materiaiiy related, but that the important

human issues stem fiom variations in culture and or in the structure of the human rnind
(Hodder, 1986:19). The foilowing schools of archaeological thought have been
significant to alt areas of archaeology and as such, it is important to mention them.

Systemic Adaptive Theorg
The systems approach, or the systernic adaptive theory was m
perspective and it's goal is to i d e n e law like relationships. In this view, everything

from symbolism to culture is considered as a rnechanism for adaptation or more sirnply
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a matter of survival (Hodder, 1986:20-22).While this approach seeks to explain the use

and fwiction of objects, it can not account for the production of dture.
Structuralist Approach

The structuralia approach is quite s i i a r to the systems approach in that they
both seek to provide a fhmework within which to locate the components. (Hodder,
1986:34-35) The significant dflerence though is that this approach attempts to relate

the obvious nnictures to those that are more abstract. In doing this, it provides

structures through which the systems take form. (Hodder, 1986%)

Marrist Archaeology

Mana9 archaeology asserts that while there are social structures, they may exia
on several different levels. Social structures involve diaiectical relationships and so
highlight social contradiction and codict . This contradiction exists between the
dominant group who controiied the means of production and the subordhate group (in
opposition as the expansion of one group is at the expense of the other), and the
second, between the forces and relations of production (contradictions arise when the

forces and relations of production are changed and these changes lead to changes in
style and ideology). Through Mana'sm, archaeology has developed to include studies

of the structure of meaning as weii as the involvement of these smictures in the realm
of social change. While the approach to examining materiai culture now includes the
examination of structure and function of material symbols, it still fails to deal welI

enough with the content of hinorical meanings and conteas (Hodder, 1986:75-76).

Approaches Specifieally ReIated to Social Archaeology

There are several approaches to consider which are adjacent to social
archaeology or which pose significant alternatives to it. Because of this, I will examine

them in greater detail than the theories mentioned in the preceding section.

Historical Archaeology
Kistorical archaeology, involves a r e t m to the ideas of the
Archaeology, to bring back the culture-historicd view,

pre-New

as well as a coherent

philosophicai approach. This is claimed to be a necessary aep since it is clear that the
approaches previously discussed lack important elements, namely cultural meaning, the

individual and history. Hinorical archaeology is an attempt to combine the old and the
new, a son of compromise between past and present archaeological rnethod. The
historical archaeologist's goal is to study the recent past by cornbining the analysis of
histoncal documents with the analysis of archaeological matenals. In cornbining the

methods of history with those of archaeology, we obtain the potential to create a more
cornprehensive view of past events. We can see more than just the documented

histoncal event, according to historical archaeologists, for in a sense, we can look at the
intemal dynamics of events, thereby providing us with a better understanding of
societai change, the role of the individual, and the relations between structure, idea and

practice. In r e m archaeology cm contribute much to contemporq questions and
arguments concerning society and social change.

EthnoarchaeoIogy

In the same

vein, the ethnoarchaeologid approach, investigates aspects of

ethnographically documented behavior and tries to demonstrate how similar patterns of
behavior may be reflected in archaeological materid. It studies the behavior of living
people in order to obtain an idea of how similar behavior might have influenceci the
deposits of a site. It provides archaeologists with working models for identifylig the
firnctions of artifacts and facilities. This type of research is not ody relevant to the
interpretation of data, but also to its collection and analysis (Kramer, 1979:1-2). The
goals of ethnoarchaeology are simple. It is an approach designed to compensate for

the fact that archaeologists can not question, i n t e ~ e w ,or observe informants. As a
matter of fact, the ody infonnants they have are cultural d a c t s . Ethnoarchaeologists

ofken

use participant obse~ationand inte~ewingin rnuch the same ways as

ethnographers. They attempt to incorporate ethnographie data into ethnohiaoncal data

to serve as a supplement to the already published 'record'. However the goals of
fieldwork d s e r between ethnographers and ethnoarchaeologists. Ethnoarchaeologists
place an emphasis on matenal culture as it relates to behavior. As a result, special
attention is given to the systematic documentation of material culture (Kramer, 197945). The result of this type of approach is that it serves not siiply to fiil in historical

gaps, but it adds new dimensions to the interpretation of conventional techniques such
as typology, spatial analysis, chronological control and stratigraphy. While this
approach rnay present the archaeologist with a broader view of what past events rnay
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have looked me, critics argue that it relies too heavily on interpretations of the present,
in other words, that more traditional methods of analyzing the past (i-e. the analysis of
things nich as ancient iconography) are cast aside in favor of anaiysis of the present,

which may or may not be similar to events in the past (Kramer, 1979:8-10).

Contextaal Archaeology
Contextual archaeoiogy, Uivolves placùig objects in their proper contexts

rather than immediately placing them into highiy subjective, analytical categones. As
the name implies, contextual archaeoiogy smves to smdy objects within the 'bigger
picture" and not as isolated, separate artifacts or features. This involves addressing
the meaning of objects. The word "meaningfYcm be d e h e d in two dserent ways: the
structured system of functional inter-relationships; and the muctured content of ideas

and symbols. The fint type of meaning is established by exa-ng

how an object

hctions in relation to economic and social structures as well as to human and

physical environments. To ascertain the first type of meaning is to examine its relation
to such things as the exchanges of matter, energy and uifomtioq settlement size, the

physical and human relationship and so on.
The second type of meaning is less simple to establish. It Uivolves making
Abstractions ftom the symbolic functions of the objects [we]
excavate in order to idenw the meaning content behind them and
this involves examining how the ideas denoted by rnaterial symbols
themselves play a part in stmcturhg Society (Hodder, 1986:121)
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In addition similarities and differences in objects are d y z e d , and these are
built up into contextual associations. These similanties and differences are examined on

several dEerent levels and dimensions, such as the

temporal the spatial, the

topological and £inally the depositional unit. bbTemporal"refers to objects that are
close in the. The "spatial" dimension refers to location and arrangement of the
objects. ï h e "typological" dimension is really a variant of the two previous dimensions

and refers to objects that have similar arrangements or f o m in space (1986:13 1-132).
Finally the "depositional unit" (which is also a derivative of the first two) refers to

objects such as those found in pits, graves, or beoueen closed layers, and so on. While

this dimension is jus as subjective as the other dimensions, it is distinct in that it is
believed or assumeci that the actual physical boundaries are themselves part of the
development of meanhg (Hodder, 1986: 13 0- 13 1). The

contextual approach to

archaeology, "the study of contextual data using contexhial methods of anaiysis in
order to arrive at contextual meaning (Hodder, 1986:146)" lads us to the finai

theoretical approach to be examined, that of post processual archaeology.

Post-processual Arcbaeology

Post-processuai archaeology developed as a response to processual archaeology,
and holds that it is difncult if not impossible to be objective in midying past cultures

due to conscious or unconscious biases of archaeologias. It is characterized by three

different issues involved with

the

breaking down of dichotomies, between the

individual and the n o m the ideal and material, as well as between structure and
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process. There is aiso one other possible dichotomy, that of

subject and object

(Hodder, 1986:147). The argument associateci with the individual and the n o m is that
their relations must be examined more closely. It seeks to generate discussion of the
processual relationship between individuais and social noms (Hodder, 1986:148- 152).

The ideai and the material is a

response to the increasing readiness f?om the

archaeological profession to address issues such as meaning structures, ideology, and
ideational sub-syçtems. The break fiom traditional archaeology here is the concern with

meaning content (1986: 153-154). The third break, process and m a u r e refers to the
idea that there "might be structures, codes of presences and absences, that lie behind
historical and adaptive processes (Hodder, 1986:1SZ)." Which in itself' is a radical

notion. The final dichotomy to be broken by post processualists is that of objea and

subject, or better yet, archaeology and society. This can be briefiy summarized by
saying that there has been increased attention paid to the "subjectivity of the pasts we

reconstmct in relation to contemporary power strategies (Hodder, 1986:1S6)."

Two ideas that relate to this dichotomy or lack thereof are: that the past is
constructed in the present in a highiy subjective mimer, and that the subjective past is
not removed fkom the power relations of the present. As a response to these issues,
severai alternative archaeologies have developed and

included among them are

indigenous and feminia archawlogies. Indigenous archaeologies are a product of the

realization that the pasts being reconstructed by western archaeologists were western
pasts, that is to Say politically and ideologicaily motivated by western thought (Hodder,
1986: 157-159).It should be noted though that westem archaeology has tended to be
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based more on scientific fact than some of the indigenous archaeology. It is therefore
essential that the different types of archaeological studies be examined and evaluated
before either is discounted. Feminist archaeology has developed in order to present a
viewpoint from the position of women. The two main f e a ~ r e sof ferninist alternative

archaeology are: first, that archaeologists have tended to treat the division of labor of
the past as a mirror of the sexual division of labor of today. This l i n . whether it is

valid or not, serves to make gender relations of the present seem universai and
inevitable. Secondly, in m o a archaeological analysis, the emphasis appears to be on

'Dominant male activities" (Hodder, 1986:159) nich as warfàre, leadership, power
etc. In light of this, feminist archaeologists argue that it is wrong to assume that
universal

divisions of labor and sex linking of activities exist. The term "woman"

should not therefore refer to characteristics that are seen as universal, but rather an
emphasis should be placed on the analysis of gender construction and its variations in
spe&c hinoncd contexts. (Hodder, 1986:1 59-60).

In the context of the preceding discussion of schools of archaeological thought we

may now highlight some of the distinctive theoretical issues of social archeology.

Social Archaeology :Theoretical Issues Concerning Method
Theoreticdy speaking, the goal of social archaeology is to

replace

wnventional archaeological analysis with a sort of text which can be read and
reinterpreted in a variety of ways depending on which theory is applied (Willey &
Sabloc 1980;

Shanks & Tilley, 198%). This is however highly problematic
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theoretically and methodologically, as the foiiowïng discussion will suggem. One

central idea here is the notion of the, which is highly problematic: "It constitutes the
major problem of interpretation and yet it is the reason for the discipline's existence

(Shanks & Tiiiey, 198%: 7)." The archaeological record has conventiondy assigned
cultural remains to static the-horizons but, the "past can not be present and yet the

traces of the past surround us (Shanks & Tilley, l987'b:7)." Because of this, one of the

main foci of social archaeology is to revalue the gap between the past and its relation
to the present: "We attempt to emphasize archaeology as event and experience in the
present as social practice which

wi

not

escape the present

(Shanks & Tilley,

1987b:7)." This is an attempt to change the notion that archaeology deals only with
pracàces of the past. The approach of social archaeology is to show that archaeology is
very much an event in the present. Who we are now and the background we have is
deeply reflected in our representations of the past.
In close conjunction with the issue of time is the issue of 'archaeology as text'
and not 'archaeology as record'. The tenn 'record' implies a sort of dekitive, timeless
reality. It implies that 'the record' is an exact account of events which transpireci, and

is therefore not open to fûrther interpretation. A text however, is indeed open to
alternative imerpretations of further meaning, unlike a çtatic, definitive ' record'. This

is the second main concem; to produce a text which is 'open', which can be interpreted

in several ways, (Shanks & Tilley, 198%). Aithough archaeological remains will
always in a sense be 'in the past', through this type of interpretation, they w i U aiso be

timeless in that there is no end to the opportunity for reanalyses. New theoretical
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fiameworks (developed in the present, reflecting present ideas and beliefs) will always
provide the opportunity for altemate analysis of the materiai which WUconstantiy have

ties to the present. This is not an easy thing to do. The notion of the 'text' is
problematic in that it implies several possible readings. This means that it is d not

bias- free, and it may continue to lead people to think of the past as a aatic period
which will never change. As we WUsee in the next section, the application of theory to

archaeological material is seldom easy.

Social Archaeology: Methodology

The goal of social archaeology is to develop archaeological texts which can be
seen as a blend of past practices and products as weil as conceptual practices of the
present. But there mua be some methodical way of doing this (Shanks & Tiiley,
1987b3). Applying theoretical fiameworks to archaeological arrangements is not a

simple process, since there is linle agreement regardiig issues of method. Each theory
and each set of archaeological data will offer distinctive methodological challenges.

In order to attempt this kind of study, three areas of analysis must be
considered, which involve going beyond the borders of archaeology into other areas of
the social sciences (Smith, 1992:120).Fust of dl, one mua draw fiom social theory,
whether nom anthropology, political science or sociology (Smith, 1992:120). Which
theoretical fiarneworks exist that are pertinent to one's research? What do they offer
the analysis in terms of definitions and or possible answers to research questions?
Secondly, reference to ethnographie analyses is essential. Ethnographie sources must be
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considered in order to detemiine what sorts of materials may be used as indicators of

social relations, and of what materials are likely to have been left behind, by analogy to
ethnographically simila situations . ï h e goai is to examine ethnographic sources
which deal with the same generd types of social muchires or cultural dynamics which
are Likely to be anaiogous to archaeological situations. By analogy to ethnographic
accounts, which tools or materials are likely to have been left behind?

(Smith,

1992:120). This may serve as indicators for the types of things, and the types of

relations, uncovered in archaeological materiak. Thirdly, it is essential to examine
other archaeological accounts of analogous situations- in this case archaeological
analysis as distinct fiom 'ethnoma~hic analogies'. Which theoretical

and

methodological f?arneworks were used in analogous archaeological situations? Which
types of indicators were useful in these analyses? Are there any sidarities between
your study and remains and theirs? What possible conclusions can be drawn from such

analogies? (Smith, 1992: 120).
Conclusion
In our bnef o v e ~ e wof approaches to archaeoiogical analysis, we have seen
that there is no single theory or method that prevails. Furthemore, as the discipline

matures and develops, its rnethodological and t heoretical needs wiil evolve,
necessitating new methods of analysis. Archaeology is the study of cuiturd remains

fiorn the p s t , but that does not mean that their interpretations are not also deeply
rooted in the present. There is a need for the discipline to understand the political and
ideological issues of analyses in present social wntexts. There can be no theory which
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applies to aU situations, and there is no set lia of t h g s to look for or procedures to
foilow. As a redt, social archaeology is methodologically challenging, and deeply
conte@

and ' k e must always be alert to the unexpected and always ready to

reassess our previous theoretical formulations" (Smith, 1992:120). This is where
social archaeoiogy plays a role. In this type of analysis, theoretical formulations frorn
other disciplines and fmdings nom archaeological studies dealing with analogous

subjects are important parts of any analysis. This approach d e s for more deeply

nuanced analysis by locating archaeologicai analyses within the broader context of
social analysis. As fiir as the sïmiIar archaeological assemblages are concerned, they
add insight to the study in tems of the information revealed in other studies. In other

words, it helps to show how other cultures used objects, or what other archaeologists
have found to be the uses and meanings ofobjects.

In the next chapter we examine specific theoretical formations and identifi
archaeological assemblages which are relevant to this attempt at a social archaeologicai
analysis.

Chapter Two

Identification of Conceptuai Tools Drawn From Social Archaeology to be Applied
in the Case Analysis.

Introduction

This thesis consists of two main interrelateci mattes: conceptuai issues (both of
theory and method), and their applications to a case. This chapter attempts to identfi
those issues which are to be applied to a bnef case analysis. In chapter three, 1 will
attempt to apply these issues to making inferences about power relations 6om

'prebktoric' art. In this chapter, 1 also outline the steps that 1 have taken in order to
anive at the conceptualizing of social and power relations as they may be observed in
archaeological materials. 1 provide, in particular, a definition of social power for
application in my case analysis. 1 begin with a discussion of date formation. While

Egypt in the period that 1will be dealing with was a fuiiy formed state, 1 feel that it is
necessary to discuss how such power relations came about during the early stages of

state fornation in general. In essence, this discussion of state formation is an

examination of conceptual issues that 1 have employed in the case analysis. Once again,
1seek to familiante the reader with my approach, especially those fiom other academic

backgrounds.
The second main section in this chapter is an examkation of archaeological
accounts analogous to the case 1 analyle. 1 examine similar kinds of archaeological
studies, not necessarily within the same geographical are%but studies that deal with
comparable subject matter (Le. conceniing power relations and the state). This does
not provide an exact fimework, because situations may be different in important

respects fiom my own, but the comon link is the identification of power relations and
thek recognition in archaeological remaiTlS.

The third section of this chapter is a review of analogous

ethnographie

analyses. In this case, the works deal mainly with the tomb builders of the Eighteenth,
Nieteenth and Twentieth Dynasties. These are ememely usenil in that they provide

us with ideas of what we might be looking for, and also what we might find, in
archaeological contexts. They discuss the routines and circumstances of living for these
people, with what sets them apart fiom each other and with what draws them
together.

ALI three of these sections are an important bais for proceeding to my final
chapter. The theoretical base derived fiom the discussion on state formation and power
provides a general theoretical kamework in which to work.
The main issue in the present chapter mua therefore be a discussion of the
concept of power in general.

Tbeories of Power and State Formation
What is meant by the term power? The term has alternative meaniflgs in social

theones, so it is important to speil out the sense 1 have accepted here. Power refers
to "power ovef (others) and "power to" (control and change) (McGuire, 1992:132)

.

When the idea of power is mentioned, it is often assumed that it necessarily means a
midy of the top and the bottom strata of a social structure and of their relations. In
this thesis, this is not the case.
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The reasons for choosing to focus on the issue of power are fairly simple. Fust
of all, power is a concept not widely used in archaeological discourse, ahhough there
are notable exceptions. The rasons for relunance to employ it may v q , but it is my
conclusion that power is rarely dealt with because it entaiis mdysis of vast arnounts of
information drawn from several disciplines. To attempt to understand the power struc-

tures of a particular group is to understand the intricate workings of core relations in
the society and among its people, and power is confined to one area of social life. It is
woven throughout society as a whole.

This is an

area with which conventional

archaeologists feel il1 at ease. It is a cornmon enough sentiment among archaeologists
that the evidence provided by archaeology is not extensive enough to support analysis
of cornplex social structures, especially of the ccabstract'yor invisible ones such as
power. As a resultythe issue is a key one for this type of study. It is relatively new to
the archaeological discipline, and its analysis rnust draw fiom severd reiated social
sciences.
Two generd types of theories (i.e. connict, integration),

have generally

provided the groundwork for an anaiysis power. What is meant by the concept of
power? Ethnographie analogy may suggest indicators of power relations for social
archaeology, for example visible diffierences in clothing, hairstyle, jewelry, rnake-up or

c o l o ~ g ,and possibly in tools used on the job or in private Me. Finally, other
archaeologists have provided

insights into power relations in broadly analogous

cultures to the case 1 analyze and into the application of social-theoretical concepts to
archaeological data. Secondly, to use power as an integral variable in any snidy
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implies a cornprehensive knowledge of a whole way of He. Whiie nich an approach
may not appeal to some, it does appeal to me since one of my personal goals of this

research is to leam about the fabric of social Me ancient Egypt.

State Formation

1 will now nimmarize alternative theoretical formulations surroundhg state
formation, with an emphasis on power relations, and at the end of the chapter 1 have
include a brief overview of the process of aate formation as far as Egypt is concemed.
State formation and power can not be treated as separate entities. As one developed,

so did the other. In addition, there have been several notable attempts at analyzing
state formations nom archaeologicd material. 1 have included this o v e ~ e win my
thesis for shilar reasons that 1 included such an extensive summary of archaeological
theory in the previous chapter, that being to establish some cornmon concepnial
language between myself as an anthropologist and my potential readers who corne

Eom diverse scholarly traditions.
I wish to examine the power relations among the pharaoh's tomb builders of
ancient Egypt. I have chosen to examine data on the tomb builders of the Ramified
period (the late New Kingdom of ancient Egypt) fiom an area now known as Deir elMedina. The tomb builders were neither at the top nor the bottom of the social

structure. Rather, they formed a group in the upper middie mata of the social stnicture
with its own distinctive social and power relations. Among them there are jobs and
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positions that are considered to be more 'upper class7 as weU as those that are

considered to be lower on the social scale.
Political scientists, anthropologists, sociologists archaeologists and other social
scientists have considered the nature of power relations extensively and now that
archaeology has opened itself up to this new form of interpretation, social science
formulations are giving new meaning to archaeological studies of social relations and
vice versa (see Haas, 1982; Service, 1975).

Theoretical treatments of state formation nom the other disciplines of the social
sciences are now being applied to various archaeological problems tryhg to answer
the question how states came into being (Smith, 1992:118). Works such as Haas'

The Evolution of the Prehistonc State (1982) and Smith's "Social Archaeology and
the Early State" (1992) are prime examples of the recent increase in interest in state

fonnations within the 6amework of social archaeology. There is however one area of
state formation and development that is ofien by-passed by archaeologists and that is
the concept of power. Haas, (1982) admits:

The concept of power is widely recognized in Political Science and
Anthropology as a critical element in understanding political
processes and evolution... but is has rarely been used by
archaeologias. It is not that archaeologias have fded to recognize
the importance of power as a centrai variable in state evolution. .. but
they have not attempted to use it in their theoretical and empirical
research (Haas, 1982:15 5).
Power is, however, assuming an increased importance in archaeology, and pdcular
analyses based on archaeological situations has produced such works as Joyce's Cerro
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Palenque: Power and Identity on the Maya Periohew (1991), Schele and Miller's
Blood of =ES:

Dynastv and Ritual in Maya Art (1986) and Richard Bradley's The

Social Foundations of Prehistoric Britain: Themes and Variations in the Archaeologv
of Power (1984).

Social Theory Surroundhg State Formation and Power
Theoretical fhmeworks surroundkg eariy çtate formation extend as far back as
the Enlightenment, and ways of thinking about power were split into two groups,

which have been d e d the 'connia theorists' and the 'integration theonsts' (Haas,

1982). While the theoretical debates extend weU back in history, 1s h d forgo them and
concentrate instead on the more contemporary viewpoints.

Integration Theorists

Moret & Davy (1926) were specificdy concemed with the evolution of the
aate in ancient Egypt, however their monograph From Tribe to Em~ire:Social

Or~anizationarnonp Primitives in the Ancient East deals with a few groups other than
the Egyptians in the ancient East. Their examination of nate formation,

however specifically center around Egypt.

..1st Dynasty, which marked the foundation of a centralized State,
had been preceded by a long preparatory period in which the
Egyptians had sought for an effective social organization to ensure
the security and regularity of social labor in the valley (Moret &
Davy, 1926:128).

does

From thiq we see that Moret & Davy follow what has been called the 'integrationist
theory' which holds that states evolved fiom a sort of general, coiiective wiil but they
do also take into account interpretations of the roles of material items in t e m of

state formations. Ln their view, imgation and the need for an organized, centralized

work force brought about the state, whose principal mandate was to provide economic
administration of irrigation systems as weU as seMces in the areas of trade, military
protection, and the mediation of disputes. While the state provided ail ofthese services¶
people easily and voluntarily agreed to be nileci by the state (Haas, 1982:70-7 1).

In his book Ongins of the State and Civilization : The Process of cultural
Evolution(l975) Elman SeMce gives his views on state origins, and he clearly asserts
that he disagrees with the conflia theorists:

The present research provides no evidence for the class-conflict
theos, of the ongin of either the state or civilization nor does it
support any other of the many versions of conflict and conques
theory. But so prevalent have these been in our intellectual history
that a complete chapter of "negative concl~sions'~seems necessary
in order to adequately rebut them. The final chapter however states
my kdings in positive ternis: The origins of govermnent lay
essentially in the institutionalization of centraiized leadership, which
in developing its further administrative fwctions grew into an aristocracy as well (Service, 1975:W).
Service bases his rejection of conflict theories on an interpretation of both ethnographie

and archaeological data and presents the counter argument that central governments
evolve in more complex sotieties due to increased need for integrative systerns (Haas,
1982:73; SeMce, 19758).He explains the development of the system as a progression
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from chiefdoms either into the primitive state (which results when there is contact
between a developed state system and a chiefdom), or into an archaic civilization

(which is the "naturd evolution7 from a chiefdom) (Haas, 1982: 75; SeMce, l975:289,
302,304).He claims that chiefdoms are methods of social organization which develop

out of large groups involved in large scde or extensive activities for the purpose of
exploithg resources. This requires co-ordination, which was taken on by a leader or

chief who was deemed to be the best person for the job. Once a chiefdom was
established, the logical progression was to an authority network, as institutions used
the leader or chief as their central point. Graduaily, the position of chief expanded to
that of a h

g body (of several persons) which

assumed ail of the leadership or

organizational roles (warfare, trade, irrigation and water management and mediation of
htrasocietal conflict) (Haas: 1982:74; SeMce, 1975: 290-308). SeMce then goes on
to discuss the archaic civilization which is, by his detinition, not a state but radier a

larger and more developed chiefdom.
The state, he feels, developed only with the secularitation of govemment ( a

much Iater feature of early civilizations), and was not an anwer to class confiia, but
rather a product of rnilitary expansion and the conquest of other societies (Service,
1974: 190- 194, 223-224, 285,286; H m , 1982:76).

On the subject of power, Service (1975: 12- 14) outlines its uses, politicdy
speaking, as "consent", "decision-making" and "judgment".
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"Consent", he says is a means of guarding and increasing power for the holder

and consent is gained usuaily through what he refers to as reinforcement, whether it
positive or negative (1975: 12-13).
In bis discussion of "decision making", Service States that the tenn is really too
broad. An altemate term, "administration", is too f o d . The best label for this

context, he decides, is cbleadersbip,"which cornes about when a "concerted action is a
response to some f o m of leadership and is guided and accomplished by that leadership
(1975: 13)."

The third use can be referred to as" judging", "adjudication", "arbitration", or

ccmediation," aiI of which may be used in reference to a person or group of persons
who have the power to deal with disputes. He goes on to discuss each term and arrives
at "mediation" as the best one (judging and adjudication are too formal and restrictive,
while arbitration refers to a special kind of agreement in which both parties agree to

CO-operatewith the decision arrived at by the third party) since it is general enough to
apply to "the various institutional forrns that we may

be able to arrange in an

evolutionary senes" (1975:14).

Although he has striven to arrive at general concepts for defining power, this is
the d o d d to his discussion. ln his delineations, bis general terms are far too broad,

and the broadness which is designed to facilitate analysis WUno doubt hùider it.

Conflict Theorists
Among recent and contemporary "confikt" theorists on state formations there
are several which have been deeply idiuential in poIiticaI anthropology, those of Karl

Marx and Freidrich Engels (as one position), V-GordonChilde and Morton Fned.
For Marx and Engels, the rise to statehood began with increased technology
and efficiency in the area of food production (agriculture). This entailed three things: a

division of labor, centralized power over the means of production, and consequently

the majority of wealth concentrated in hands of a few (Engels, 1891:228; Haas,
1982:36-37). In this view, the state evolved as a means of regulating inevitable
conflias which arose between the rich and the poor. In order to effectively suppress
these conflicts, amies, prisons and coercive institutions evolved as means of physical

control. lnstead of mediating between opposing interests, the aate ended up c a t e ~ g
to the nch at considerable cost to the poor (Engels, 189 1:3 1; Haas, 1982: 3 6-37).
From a Marxist perspective, power would be defined as "the ability to do or
accomplish something. It is this ability to act, to do work that makes social labor
possible"

(Mans 1906: 197-198). In

his discussion of power,

McGuire (1992)

discusses power in tems of two types, " power to" and "power over". "Power over"

is essentially seen as a negative force (drawn fiom Weber, 1978) that some hold over
others which serves to distance them fiom society. This divides society into those who
hold power and those who are subject to it. Power holders have the ability to make
others carry out their wishes. "'Power tomrefers to those who have the ability or the
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sociai means to change a situation by aitering the events which is a phenornenon that is
very much a part of society as a whole (McGuire, 1992: 132).
Archaeologist V-Gordon Childe (working in the Marxian tradition),
concemed primarily with processes which ied to the

formation of old

was
world

tivilizations, not specifically state formations. He advocated a view which was a
combination of features of integrationist and conflict positions. In his view, advances in
the area of agriculture led the way to radid changes in the areas of the economy and
politics primarily because of the capacity to produce large surplus, eg. food and other

economic commodities which were initially designed to ensure food for years of bad
crops and to ensure food for non-producers. However, he considers this to be only part
of the significance of these surpluses. He also maintains diat they arose in response to
the need to acquire objects and materials through trade. This resulted in a specidized

division of labor in terms of food producers, and adminiarators, soldiers, merchants
and craffsrnen needed to facilitate the trading (Childe, 1936:1 1 5; 1942; Haas, 1982:
40). To develop such large scale surplus, irrigation was required, which further

increased the amount of social control, since the need for control and organization of
the labor force and its administration increased with the development of trade and
irrigation. Smaü comrnunities were joined together not only to control and organize,
but dso for the purpose of c r e a ~ glarge scde work forces necessary for canal

maintenance and constniction. The ovenvhelming need for govermental control gave
nse to the state, whose mandate was to control production, trade, and warfkre
(Childe, 1936:1 15-125, 107-110; 1942; Haas, 1982: 41).

Morton Fried maintained another position: that the rise to statehood developed
through the evolutionary development of ranked societies from egalitarian ones. This,
he maintained, happened in response to matters such as population increase and the
development of technology resulting in more efficient means of agriculturai production,
and the need to develop ways of production and distribution of resources. Fned
maintained that ruling classes developed when select individuals realized the needs and

responded to them (Fried, 1967:183-184; Haas,
confiict theory

1982:47). He conformed to the

in that he maintained that the state, whose characteristics are both

physical and ideologicai methods of control developed in response to the need to
maintain order in the face of severe conflict. F M y , the control (in ternis of coercion,

communication, information, legai and judicial systems) possessed by the state
combined with the power it already possessed due to stratification put it in a very
powerful position (Fned, 1967:230-238; Haas, l982:49).

In the introduction to Evolution of Political Society, Fned (1967) defines
power in a general way: "Power is the ability to channel the behavior of others by

threat or use of sanctions" (Fned, 1967: 13). In this definition he emphasizes negative
rather îhan positive sanctions, or the role of both . Also, by this definition he has left the
concept of power open to a wide range of possible situations to which this could
apply. He does, however, make the distinction between power and authority, which is

an important distinction. The difkence, he says is that authority is the ability to
control the actions of others without threats or sanctions (1967:13). This is an
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important distinction, because such a concept of authority implies control through

Irrigation Theory

Karl Winfogel's theory of irrigation and its organization is discussed in his
(1957) Oriental Despotism. This formulation is innovative in that it relies on neither

integration nor

conflict theory.

In his view, the state is a "govemment by

professionals" w~ttfogei, 1957:239) which arises (to some extent. He does not

maintain that this was the exact situation for all societies but does maintain that
irrigation did play a role in all of them) fiorn the intense form of agriculture known as

canal imgation. He identified conditions necessary for the development of irrigation
syaems, and stated that when this distinctive systern developed there were necessary
organizational changes throughout society in order to manage the kind of necessary
social mobilization. One of these organizational changes was the need for an extensive,
properly rnanaged labor force. Managerial forces developed into a highly specialized
hierarchy in response to the need for hcreased planning, organization, maintenance
and conflict resolution. As this force developed it took on certain responsibilities such

as comunication., rnilitaq organiration, construction, etc. This, Wittfogel said, was
the group of leaders who formed the governent of the state. He identifies these as

the "professionals."
The problem with this theory is that Wittfogel tried to make a multiIineal

mode1 of social development into a unilinear one. This it to say that his theory could
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have accounted for Merences in evolution between despotic and non- despotic states,

as well as for rasons why there could be differences in the states that were based on
irrigation. Instead, he tried to make the argument unilinear by clahhg that al1 states

developed ~

O irrigation
M

despotic states, and that this came about through diffusion.

There are states that have developed without any evidence of canal imgation in the*
past, (as well as non-state intensive irrigation societies which for example appeared in

East Africa) so there

is no possible generality to the theory. Finally, M e r

archaeological evidence has brought the strong correlation that Wittfogel maintained
existed between political centrution and inigation into considerable doubt.

Final Remarks on Power

Finally, 1 have chosen to summarize the concept of power following Jonathan

Haas (1982), who deals in depth with the concept of power as a major factor in the
evolution of states. (It should be noted that Haas has developed his views on power by
drawing, in part fiom the works of Bieraedt such as his Power and Promess: Essavs on

Sociolo~calTheon/ (2974)). 1 have chosen to do so because of the weli articulated

nature of his definition, its supportive data and conceptual argument. He deals with
power as a social phenornenon, only exerted and operational in social situations.

Drawing fiom the works of several other people Haas has constructeci a
definition of power which he briefly defines as :
The ability of an actor, 4 to get another actor(s),b, to do
something that b would not otherwise do, through the applicatioq
threat, or promise of sanctions... This definîtion is not radicaüy
different from other power
definitions used in recent
anthropological studies of the state, but I believe it is somewhat
more explicit. As defïned, power can be seen as playing a role in
ody certain types of social situations involving a distinct vertical
relation between two or more social actors (Haaç, 1982: 157-158).

He goes on to add that his definition excludes three diierent power situations:
(a). when sanctions are not manifest in some way or another; @). situations of
egalitarian relations and (c). situations in which another is induced to perform through
the use of methods other than sanctions, threats or promises (Haas, 1982:158). While

these exclusions serve to narrow d o m the field and the definition cm stiil be appiied to

a wide variety of siîuations. Haas then goes on to discuss the basic elements of power
relationships, to o u t h e a means for its analysis. These include such elements as base,

means, scope, amount, extension, power costs, cornpliance costs, refusai coas and

The "base" of power is defined as ali of the exploitable resources that a power
holder has which can be used to control the behavior of others (1982:159). This base
may consin of economic, ideological andlor physical elements, but Haas admits that it
is very difficult to identify base elements fiom archaeological remains (1 982: 161). As a

substitute, he suggests looking for the presence of centralized systems; Le. religious,
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militq, or economic organizations whose leaders can be seen as having their power

bases in personnei, resources or symbols (1982: 161). By symbols, he meam religious or
spiritual matters, as was the case in ancient Egypt.

The "means" of power are defined as the sanctions that power holders
promise, apply, or threaten in order to exploit the power base. Perhaps its only
manifestation in archaeological rernains lies in art foms which depict the application of
sanctions either as their threats (possibly resulting in physical violence which may
indeed be present in the archaeological record through physical deformities), or as
promises (1982: 162).
The third variable, the "scope" of power is definecl as "the types of responses a
power holder is able to elicit nom a respondent" (1982: 163). Simply put, this term

refers to the kinds of things that a respondent would not normally do, but which the
power holder is able to make them do. Haas suggests that evidence of the "scope" of

power could be found in such things as labor projects commissioned by the holder and
executed by the respondent.

The "amount" of power is defined as the "probability that a respondent wiii
comply with the demands of a power holder" (Haas,

1982: 164) and is largely

dependent upon the "means" and the "scopeY7.
The "arnount" of power is difncult if not

impossible,

to detect in the archaeological remains, however when understood in

relation to the scope7', it is possible to draw some conclusions about it. The fiequency
"

of the projects mentioned in relation to the scope, for exampl+ may indicate a high
degree of cornpliance, or a high degree of power (1 982: 165). It is important however
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to remember that each site produces Werent evidence and therefore

produces

different results about power and its contributhg variables.
The "extension" of power refers to the number of respondents over which the
power holder has power. This rnay be interpersonal power, or power over a whole
population, and depends largely upon the nature of the power base that the holder has
. From

archaeological remains, it is possible to examine two areas of

"power

extension7'; the "potential extension" and the "actuai extension". Of the two, the
potential is much easier to examine, since it is exercised over an entire population
believed to be living in the particular geographical area (1982: 166). The "actual
extension" of power must be assessed in terms of the time and labor that went into a
parûcular labor project (1982:166), which is much more difficult to calcuiate.

"Power costs" refer to the effort and wealth that a power holder mua expend

in order to obtain the desired results fkom the intended respondents. Usually, the
"power costs" are dependent upon the nature of "power bases" (1982: 166-167)

"Cornpliance costs" are a quantification of the scope of power and, in theory
can be assessed easiiy, but with rnuch more difficulty in practice. In theory, calculating
the amount of labor and time contributed to a communal project dividesi by the number

of respondents will give an estimate of "cornpliance cos^". In order to do this, the
question of population size as well as the amount of t h e involveci in building a given

structure must be considered, neither of which may be an easy thing to do (Haas,
1982:168).

'Refusal costs" in the -sis
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of power are defined as assessments of the

impact of negative sanctions or, quite simply, what will happen if the respondents
refuse to comply (1982:168-169).In order to examine "refusal costs" on the basis of

archaeological evidence, the power base rnust £irabe estimated. Oftea, refusa1 to
comply will result in people being cut off fiom particdar resources and depending on
the base, the implications could be quite serious, not only for the person(s) in question,

but possibly for the entire community or even for subsequent generations (1982: 169).
Haas' b a l variable is the "power gains", which are a reaection of the impact of
favorable sanctions to the respondent. For example, "gains" may be reflected in
community projects which stand to be lucrative. In other words if the project has an

economic function, then respondents stand to gain nom the energy expended. The

gains can also be had ~ o religious
m
cerernonies (eg. social or symbolic gains) or fiom
the military (protection or defense nom enemies) (1982: 170).
W e I choose to use Haas' definition as the core for my own, 1 must add to it

in order to focus it more towards my own research. Haas' exclusion of the areas of
egalitarian relations, when sanctions may not be manifest, and in cases in which

cornpliance is extracted without the use of sanctions, threats or promises- none of
which Haas de& with- is to exclude substantial parts of the power relations to be

ArcbaeologiePL Anaiyses Simiiar to the Case Study

We have considered various theoretical foxmulations conceming power, but the
lingering question remains is it redy possible to infer t h g s about power relations

fkorn the past? I am not alone in agreeing that this is in some sense a possibility . The
foliowing works constitute what 1 recognize to be archaeological accounts similar to
the Egyptian case 1 deal with, or analyze archaeological evidence that has dealt with the

union of state formation and power. While 1 do not refer specificaily to them in the
case analysis, I feel that it is necessary to mention their contributions to the developing
field of social archaeology and the analysis of power relations.
In Renfrew and Cherry's (1986) Peer Politv Interaction and Socio-Political
Change there is an exploration of the feasibility (theoretically, methodologically,

etc.), and extent to which prehistoric polities may be analyzed and understood on
archaeological and historical evidence.
Hodder's (1982) Smbolic and Struchirai Archaeology deals with theoreticai

issues surroundhg the inference of meanhg f?om archaeological assemblages and its
relatiooship to social structure.
Bradley (1984), in his The Social Foundations of Prehistoric Britain: Themes

and Variations in the Archaeolow of Power analyses power relations in prehistoric
Britain. In his introduction he goes to some length to address the critics who do not
believe that social structures cm be determineci by examining archaeological material.

Kis book 'Ynes to anwer the cornplaint that 'by avoidiiig the social meanhg of their
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material, archaeologists are chooshg a rather narrow personal mythology"(Brad1ey
1978:3)" (Bmdley 1984:4). He then breaks the t h e fiame of prehistoric Bntain into
five segments and draws patterns of power relations 60m archaeological data thereby

confinning that issues of social power and social structure can be examineci through
archaeological methods referring to a penod of about three thousand years ago.
Joyce's (1991) Cerro Palenque: Power and Identitv on the Maya Peri~hery is

an informative work which deals with Cerro Palenque a settlement of the prehispanic
Uiua Vaiiey of northwest Honduras.Her goal is to
c o n s t ~ c ta context for the interpretation of the meaning of
patterned material remains in order to address a series of
anthropological questions about the social organization of the
people of thïs site (Joyce, 199 1:3).
She too addresses critics who say that social structures can not be examined through
archaeological evidence, and focuses on the concept of social power as the issue to be
examined in the archaeological data she analyses.

In Smith's (1992) "Social Archaeology and the Early State", he begins with a
discussion of social archaeology and the idea of a prehistoric sociology. He then goes
on to discuss the idea of studying the "prehistoric sociology" and the problems that

these studies would have with method and definitions. Finally, he undertakes the
analysis of the prehistoric state in terms of the Scythian state, the Hawaiian state and
finaily the Inca empire.

Mayan art and social structures are the subject of Schele and Miller's (1 986)
w
y
t

and Rituai in Maya Art. In this book

they reexarnine Mayan art using
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advancements that have been made in the interpretation of Maya hieroglyphs. They
provide the reader with a fascinating look at how one might infer social structures from
archaeologicai materid.

Finally Jonathan Haas' (1982) The Evolution of the Prehistoric State examines
theones on power and sate formation and applies them to archaeological materiai in
order to draw concIusions about early states which are known ody fiom archaeological evidence. In this case, pre-European, Mesoamerican and South herican
states.

Ethnographie and Historicd Analyses
Ethnographic and historical analyses which have proved to be useful for my
work

include John Romer's (1984 ) Ancient Lives: The Stow of the Phar-aoh's

Tombmakers; Bruce Trigger's Ancient E m t : A Social Historv; Rosemaq David's

3
Moms;
Bierbrier's The Tornb Builders of the
Pharaohs and The Late New Kingdom in E m

and finaiiy Jaroslav Cemy's A

Comrnunitv of Workmen at Thebes in the Ramesside Penod. These works have,

through archaeologicai analysis, assembled representations of the Iïves of the tomb

buiiders of ancient Egypt, and serve to provide my work with the evewday yet veq
significant details of these lives. In the foreword to John Rorner's Ancient Lives he
states: "1 have aimed to make these ancient villagers wdk through their own landscape
once again" (1984:xi) It is works of this nature which enable us to understand which
items were perceived as items of power to the ancient Egyptians.
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I have used several other works in my exambation of the cultural Ne of the
tomb builders of Deir eI-Medina, but I have found that the works 1have mentioned to

be mon fîuittùl. Other sources al1 address specific areas of Egyptian culture. For
example, Gay Robins (1993) Women in Ancient E w t deais specificdy with women.

It covers subjects fiom power, to child bhh, to the legal statu of women. What is
really of interest

in this work is that it deah with the archaeological remains

interpreted from a female viewpoinî, and deals oniy with wornen and women's issues.

In addition 1 have used sources that deal specikaily with mythology (Rundel Clarke,
1959), religion, (Seilers, 1W2), and clothing (Watson, 1987) each of which details a

specific aspect of life, and 1 will draw extensively on their insights during my case

anaiysis.
Romer's (1984) Ancient lives, The Storv of the Pharaoh's Tombbuilders is the

story of the workmen. Not only does he speak about the general aspects of their lives
(occupation, religion, justice, etc), but he also tells about their whole lives. He speaks
about specïfic worken by narne and treats them as individuals, dealing with issues such

as emotions and personal matters. Romer adds an ethnographie dimension which
allows the reader to idente with the tomb builders people as real hurnan beings
rather than as faceless entities, or with collective descriptions of broad issues of social
structure.

Bierbrier's Tomb Builders of the Pharaohs is a much more general study of the
workers of Deir el-Medina. While he does occasionally speak of individual persons,
(eg. scribe Ramose, who figures prominently in the photographs considered in the
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third chapter of this thesis, appears sporadicaily through the book), his discussion is on
a more general Ievel. In the second chapter entitled Men of the Gang (27-43), Bierbner
gives a detailed account of the men, their occupations, and the rank that these

occupations held in the power structure. 1 have drawn heavily fiom Bierbrier's
discussion in my section on Deir el-Meciha, and his work wiU be invaluable in the

analysis presented in the third chapter.

The second work of Bierbrier's that I have used, The Late New Kingdom in
Ancient E m is a genealogical study of the figures of the New Kingdom. His second

chapter (19-44) deals only with the genealogy of the workers fiom Deir el-Medina.
Again sorne of the names he discusses appear (Semedjem, Ramose, etc), in the

illustrations represented in our photographs. While this work does not provide specific
details of daily activities, it provides important information on kinship matten and how
occupations passed on in succession. Another interesting issue consists of an

examination of marriage patterns- who married who, and where they came fiom. Did
women only marry into families of comparable wealth and stahis, or were they fiee to
marry anyone?

Jaroslav Cerny's A Communitv of Workmen at Thebes is again a completely
different type of study. In the book, one of the earliest full snidies of the workmen at

Deir el-Medina, Cemy pieces together the worker's lives and activities through a
reading of hieroglyphic texts. He studies each conceptual

term

and traces the

differences of interpretation of in its meaning. He then goes on to discuss what he
personally believes it to mean. What is really interesting is that instead of simply teliing
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the aory, he shows the reader exactiy why he beiieves it to be that way. With this study

being so specinc, he provides important information on what objects denote different
levels of power and so has, provided me with an idea of what to look for in the analysis
of tomb art.

Tngger et al.3 (1983) A Social Histoxy of h c i e n t E m

provides an

interesthg account of the developrnent of the state of Egypt. fiom the days of the
egalitarian Neolithic farmers, to Egypt's glory days, to the demise of the kingship, it
traces in detail the goverment and the power structures of the state. However, while
he deals with the concept of power, it is power at the highest political levels and there

is no mention of the tomb builders. In this sense, he has dealt with power over and not
power amongst the real population. As intereshg as it may be to trace this evolution,
it has no real consequence for my analysis as I'm not dealing with power on that sort

of level.
Evervda~Life in Ancient E

a (White, 1963) has two chapters of real

importance to this study. One is on dress and the other on professions. As the title
implies, it does not deal with the tomb builders alone, but with the lives of al1 in Egypt.

His treatment of dress gives information on clothuig, hair, and personal adomment,
three very important indicators of difrences in status and power. His material on

professions provides information on power relations as they apply to occupations. It
does so, not only for the artisans, but also for administrators, pesants and even the
pharaoh hirnself.
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Fdy, White's Ancient E w t : It7s Culture and Kstory, (1970) devotes a
full chapter to each of the following power positions: the pharaoh, the priest, the

aristocmî, the architect , the mafisman and the commoner. This serves to give details
about the position of craftsmen and places them within the context of ail of the
occupations in Egypt.

Conclusion

Throughout the preceding chapter, despite the wide range of

materials

considered, all there is a common thread, and that is that all useMy contribute to a

social archaeological analysis. We began with an examination of theoretical formula-

tions

surroundhg aate fornation and power. AIthough this was lengthy, it was

necessary not only to fully understand the concept of power and its origins, but to

show the reader where I began and how 1 anived at the definition of power that 1

chose to apply in my analysis. FoIlowing that, a discussion of similar archaeological

accounts served to illustrate how and where other archaeologists have dealt with the
concept of power. Fially, there was a discussion of ethnographie material that was
relevant to the subject of power in ancient Egypt.
In the next chapter, 1 begin by providuig background information on the
emergence of the Egyptian nate and on the t o m of Deir el-Medina, the focal point of
our social archaeological investigation and conclude it with an examination of w d art

f?om tombs of the builders of the pyramid complex at ancient Thebes.

Chapter Three

The Tombbuilders of Deir eCMedina: A Social Archaeologicai Analysis

Introduction
So fat we have w e y e d key developments in social archaeology and what they

entail for archaeology in general. 1 have outlined the general tenns of my methodology
and how I came to develop it. At this point, before beguining the analysis of the case I

have chosen to examine, I thuik that it is necessary to give the reader some insight into
late Dynastic Egyptim life and the development of the early state. To do tbis, 1 have put
together a brief discussion of how the aate arose in Egypt as well as a brief

examination of Deir el-Medina during the period relevant to the case analysis. The
second part of this chapter is the case analysis.

Part One
By the Eighteenth Dynasty (dates Vary according to the source 1552-1295 B.C.,
Bierbrier, 1982:146; 1567-1320 B.C.,David, 197518) Egypt was already a fully formed
aate, and so I have included some discussion of how this came to be. 1 begin with the

small pre-state settlements of late Neolithic f m e r s and 1 end at around the Third

Dynasty, because by that time the Egyptians had already successfùIiy built complex
systems of imgation as well as the fin step pyramid in Saqqara, both of them evidence

of complex social relations. A large mobilization of labor would have been necessary
to accomplish these fats and it @lies that there was enough of a fomal government
structure to constitute a fairly strong state system.
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We then move forward fifteen dynasties (according to Bierbrier roughly 1000

years) to the days of Deir el-Medina. 1 feel that seeing the developrnent of power
structures in the early penod of state formation and then mowig to the time penod to
be used in the case study d assist in outlining the broad dynamics of state formation
relevant to our purposes.
In my discussion of Deir el-Medina, 1briefly outline the way of We there with a
p h d a r emphasis on issues r e i a ~ gto power relations. It is in a sense a sumrnary of

the ethnographic and ethnohistoric analyses (of the precedig chapter) and provides
elements of social and historical background on the village and its inhabitants. This wilI
set the sage for the analysis of the tomb art and enable the reader to see to what extent
these representations of the tives of real people may be r a d .

State Formation in Early Dynastie Egypt

The aate in Egypt did not develop quickiy. It was a long slow process that took

centuries to evolve (Janssen, 1978 :216;
documente& and the &en

Krader, 196853). It was not well

matends referring to it that remah fkom the earliest times

are fiagmentary at best. As a result, the materials f?om which we derive our information
consist principally of the remaining wall paintings and decorations on clay pots (Moret
and Davey, 1926 :123).

The first of the early agridtural communities began to appear in Lower Egypt
around 7000-6500 BC. and in Upper Egypt around 5000 BC (Spencer,1993:20-23).
These cornmunities consisted of s m d villages Iocated dong the Nile river, which
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provided both the necessary water and the very fertiie land for farming. î h e water

also provided an easy means of transportation (Service, l975:U8).
It is of interest to this midy that the Neolithic famiers whû accupied these villages
were social equals fiom birth to death (Krader, l968:%). Eventudy, the population of

these villages began to grow and they fomed larger polities (Krader, 196854). As

production grew more and more highly specialized, the gap between the upper and
lower class widened. As the polities grew, they began to trade amongst each other, and
the once separate groups formed an interdependent whole (Krader, 196855). Political

centers emerged as centers of control in trade, commerce and state hctions. (Krader,
196855) Eventually, Upper and Lower Egypt formed as distinct domains and were
later united under one king, King Menes. This unification happened in two separate
stages. First of ail, there was the sharing of generalited material culture which was
realized before the second stage, the emergence of centralized political control. The

dominance of Upper Egypt in this union was apparent, and the cultural patterns of the
mified region f?om the Naquada d t u r e of Upper Egypt were far superior to those of

Lower Egypt (Spencer, 1993:48). Lower Egypt in fact did produce its own material,
but it proved to be no match for the superior Naquada culture (Spencer, 1993:49),
most Likely because it was politically stronger and more developed.
Political udication was a slow process, and here most historians rely on the

information provided by the Narmer palette. This particular palette depicts the defeat

of the nonh (Lower Egypt) at the hands of the south (Upper Egypt). Although it
appears that dombation by Upper Egypt was a sudden occurrence, it is more likely that
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the transition spanned severai decades, if not centuries, (accordhg to Spencer possibly

as much as 200 years) as the cuitural and political unification took hold.(Spencer,
19% 53)

About the sarne t h e , an earlier form of hieroglyphic writing appeared, as did a
common spoken language. The writing moa probably developed as a response to the
need for proper political and commercial records and grew more cornplex, as did the
society itself However, the writing appears abruptly. It is possible that the earliest
fonns of hierogiyphic writing were the result of infiltrations fkom Mesopotamian

culture (Spencer, 1993:62)

Just prior to and during the Fust Dynasty Upper Egypt (3 100-2890 B.C.Bierbrier
and A R David) continued to increase the amount of power it held over Lower
Egypt. At the same time, a capital city in Lower Egypt was formed at Memphis by
King Menes (Spencer, 1993:63).

In conjunction with specialization's of social and political organization, increased
specialization in cuittire and manufacniring developed. The Egyptians were beginning
to becorne proficient in areas such as carving, painting and sculpting. Artisans leamed
their crafts fiom their fathers, and together fomed craft guilds (SeMce, 1975:234).
The king, whose power and authority were rooted in supematural and s e d a r

bases, d e d the land on his own, which constituted a highiy centralized fom of
political power. The king delegated power to certain offices which originated both

from within the "royal fa mil^'^ and fiom among the

royal servants (Janssen,

1978:223,224). Relatives were granted a certain amount of power, and over time these
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positions developed as political offices until they in him had to deiegate more people to
help them and so on Perhaps the oldest known hi@ office was the seal keeper of the
king, who probably controlled the workshops and had oversight of the wealth of the
pharaoh (Janssen, 1978:223). By the Fourth Dynasty, among personnel in the king's
senice, theredeveloped a grqter network of aate officiais, including viners, officers

of the military, and members of the priesthood.
The office of viner was an administrative post designeci to represent the
pharaoh in matters of economics and provincial administration. In the early stages of
the Dynastic period, these posts were heid by princes, but were later given to

commoners (Janssen, 1978:224). ï h e viziers controlled such other offices as the
treasury?the 'chiefof fields' (agriculture), and the 'master of largesse' (livestock), ail of
which were intended to be acquired on the basis of personal merit (Service, 1975230).

MiIitary leaders had no àes to other state &airs, and were not very powerfid in
general political rnatters. The Old Kingdom, as a result of Egypt's geographic location,
never really had to worry about the threat of enemy attack. This meant that only a

very small army was necessary to serve Egypt's interests. They had little power, and

were responsible for controlling only a few designated t o m s (Janssen, 1978: 225;
S e ~ c e 1975233).
,
Likewise, the pnesthood did not hold any secular political power. It is believed
that this office (or group of offices) originated 6om the pnvate household fùnctions of

the royal f d y . The pharaoh, being both divine as weU as human, was the high priest

in every Egyptian house of worship and temple (Janssen, 1978:225).

Throughout, the pharaoh retained ultimate power as a result of his supematural
powers (bestowed upon him by the deeply rooted religious beliefs of the Egyptian
population) as weli as his actuai political and material powers. The pharaoh was the

uitimate source of law and order, and was in complete control of ail written records
(Krader, 196858). Products of the pharaoh's ultimate control Lie in the complex
system of irrigation and in the complexes of pyramids themselves. By the Third
Dynasty, such s
i
m
c
a
n
t advancements had been made in the areas of technology and

political organkation that Egypt had become a major trading power within the ancient
Near East, and had established tirni control over Nubia.

In addition, Egyptians

mobibed with such force and organization that they were able to construct the fïrst

step-pyramid at Saqqara belonghg to King Djoser ( Both Bierbrier, 1982:145 and AR.
David, 19758 used the dates 2686-2613 B.C.). Only someone with the kind of power

held by the pharaoh, the God King,would have been able to orchestrate a move of this
magnitude. The state was progressively unified under the pharaoh (Service, 1975:Z33),

and Egypt as a result was a weiI-organized strong social and political unit.

The People of Deir el-Medina

The t o m of Deir el-Medina was located at Thebes during the Eighteenth,
Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties (approximately five hundred years. DEerent
authors provide dif5erent dates. Bierbrier, 1982:146-7 has it from 1552- 12% B.C. while
David, 19758 has it as 1567-1085 B.C.) of ancient Egypt and emerged as a place to
iive for the workers constnicting pyramids and other structures in the Valley of the
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Kùigs. These were workers of a distinct cali'ber. They were not slaves, for some of them
actualIy had slaves of their own, but were highiy skilled craftsmen who spent perhaps

their entire lives working on a single royal tomb. They were able to enjoy some
protection from the govemment, and appear to have been excused fiom corvée labor
(mandatory labor for the state). Their crafts were passed d o m &om father to son with
the sons learning like apprentices. But becoming a royl tomb builder was not easy,

and being the son of a worker did not parantee a position. If a son was Uely to
succeed, he was apprenticed to a gang ( the term for a group of workers) to watch,

lem and perform odd jobs. If a son fded in his apprenticeship, he was forced to l a v e
the village (Stead, 1986:20-21).
The t o m has served as a great source of infiormation for scholars intereaed in

daily Me in ancient Egypt. ln their spare t h e , workers at Deir el-Medina constmcted
their own tombs. These were small, simple tornbs carved into the rock, but elaborate

wdl paintings on the walls of tomb chapels provide considerable insight into their daily

lives. These paintings chronicle the day-to-day events of the workers, which is not a

feature of paintings in the more elaborate royal tornbs. Furthemore, the owners'

places in society, their position in the hierarchy of power,

was reflected in the

painthgs (James, l984:21).

Deir el-Media was wafled, and not very large (according to Stead, (19863)
the village measured 5Om x 75m and grew to 50m x 140m during the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Dynasties). When the viilage was at it's largest there were about seventy

homes within the walls, and there was a main Street which ran down the middle,
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separating it into east and West sections. Outside the w d s there were another nfty or
so residences. The layout of all of the homes Doth inside and outside the wds), was
simple. Entrance to a house was made through a chapel with several niches for
offerings and for buas of religious figures. This chapel led into the main room of the
house, which had high ceilùigs supported by wlumns. Off this room, there were one or
two other small rooms which may have served as areas for aorage or possibly for

sleeping. Below the main room there was often a cellar, and at the back of the house

was a kitchen. This was an wroofed area with wails. It contained the oven, grain silo,
and the equipment necessary for grinding grain. From the kitchen, there were stairs to
the roof and there was often a second cellar below the kitchen (Stead, 1986:7-8).
Just as the greater society had a hierarchical power structure, so did Deir elMedina. At the top of the structure of both the state and village was, as always, the

pharaoh. Below him was the G e r who was a representative of the pharaoh. He was in

charge of certain aspects of life and attended fiuictions that the pharaoh himself could
not attend (James, l984:56).

The scribe could be considered as the highest rankllig arnong the workers, and
scribes were considered to be members of the upper class. It was a position which was

exempt fiom manual labor, it was high paying, and it was free f?om the fear of
unemployment. A scribe could also rise to the position of wier (Bierbrier, 1982:40;
White, 1963 :15 1-2). Scribes codd read and k t e and had a fonnal education. In the
early days at Deir el-Medina, there was one chief scribe who had several scribes ranked
under him. By the Twentieth Dynasty there were IWO chief scribes, one for each gang
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(Bierbrier, 1982132). They were in charge of keeping records of e v e r y h g that took

place on the job, recording absences, wages, materials fiom the storerooms that were
distributed amongst the workers, and so on (Stead, 1986:2 1).

The workers themselves were divided into two groups or gangs referred to as
the "lefl" and the "right". Each gang was headed by a foreman (known in the
Eighteenth Dynasty as "overseer of construction in the great placey' and later as "the
chief of the gang in the Place of Tmth") (Bierbrier, 1982: 27). The foreman worked
closely with a scribe. The holders of these positions were seen as captains of the d a g e

and they acted as the liaison between the inhabitants of the village and higher
government offiaals. Ofken this power was abused, principally to get other workers to
do personal jobs for them for fiee. They did, however, live in the village in a way

which differed h l e fkom the others and they did intemarry with other workers
(Bierbxier, 1982:36). The position of foreman was originally appointed by the vizier,

but in time it too was a job that was passed £kom father to son. The f a a that there
were two foremen and two gangs made for tighter control over the workers and also
prevented the concentration of power in the hands of one person (Bierbrier, 1982:2829). Each foreman had a deputy as an assistant and this post was usudy fjiled by a son
or other close relation. It is also fair to say that the deputy usually became the foreman

when the post becarne avdable (Bierbrier, l982:3 7).
Ranking below the scribe and the foreman was the 'guardian' who was in
charge of overseeing officiai stores. This person handed out materials for work, but
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the allocation had to be done in the presence of both the scribe and the foreman

Raoking below the pardian was the doorkeeper, and there were as few as one

or as many as three doorkeepers at various times. Their job was to guard the entrance
to the royal tomb and this was done in shifts so that there was someone on guard at aii

times. They acted as bailiffs and debt coilectors when necessary (Bierbrier, 1982:39).

Ranking below the doorkeepers were the police or the Medjay. They were
under direct control of the mayor of Thebes and their job was to maintain order in the
community. They had chiefs, and there were perhaps two chiefs of police for the
village of Deir el-Medina.

They had close ties to all cornmunity flairs and had

numerous commercial dealings with the workmen (Bierbrier, l982:39).

Rankhg below the foremen were those who worked as stone

masons,

plasterers, sculptors, draughtsrneq painters, and carpenters. They were not individual

artists but rather workers who fiinctioned as an intricately connected group with a
mandate to

serve the pharaoh and the wider comrnunity (White, 1963:153). This

mandate was taken very seriously, and their duties were performed with painstaking
exactness.

The quarrymen had no metal tools except for soft copper chisels, but with the
help of their expen knowledge concerning types of stone, they were able to quarry
pieces of large dimensions (White, 1963:153).
Professional painters and sculptors were considered to be middle class artisans.
They had spent years being trained, and were considered to occupy the top of the
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production s d e . They were not only weli paid, but were also weli-respected and had

to maintain a hi& degree of focus and objectivity in order to meet the demand.
Sculptors were required to undergo long apprenticeships, during which they perfonned
simple tasks. The restrictions were great and there was M e imagination involved.

They had some latitude in the making of statues of gods, but the statues of living
people, especially of the pharaoh himself, had to be exact kenesses. Sculptures were
rneant to serve a purpose. They were to be like snapshot photographs, not idealized
images (White, 1963:155-156).
Painters aiso had a simila. goal. The painungs were meant to be records or
catalogs, but there was more artistic fieedom here, and it is often the case that painters
added some fonn of humor or a personal touch to their work. There was a sort of
formula to painting, however which had been continuous since the beginning of
Egyptian civilization. Important people were always painted larger than those people
who were considered to

be socialiy less important. Their training, iike that of

sculptors, was long and intense. During the years of training, painters were taught a
range of skills fiom rnaking brushes, to drawing, to the mkhg of pigments. Their
uaining also involved leamhg the spiritual as weU as practical aspects of their trade

(White, 1963:160-161).

Among the metal workers, jewelry rnakers and goldsrniths enjoyed highest
ra& while makers of metai vessels occupied middle ranks and tinkers were located at
the bottom of the social scaie (James, 1984:189).
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Workers' schedules were nich that they worked eight hours a day, with a break
at mid-day. They worked for eight days in a row, meanwhile staykig in huts closer to

their workplace, and then retumed to the village for

IWO

days off W1th all of the

religïous holidays and festivals however, workers redy only worked an average of six

months in every year. In addition, absenteeism was common. Workers oflen aayed at

home for reasons such as brewing beer and building houses (Stead, 1986:45). They
were weil-paid, and payment came in the form of food and materials such as linen.

There were dso nequent bonuses, which came in the f o m of wine, salf m a t , and 02.
Wages were delivered erraticdy, or sometirnes not at dl.,and as a result nrikes were
fiequent ocnurences(Stead 1986:M).
Below the workers were the servants of the tomb who were sent to the village
by the government and did certain jobs for the workers. These were workers nich as

wood cutters, water caniers, fishemen, gardeners, washers, and sometimes potters.
They would also provide delivery of wages ifrequested. While in the village, they came
under direct control of the scribes and the doorkeepers (Bierbner, 1982: 39)

Ranking below the workers were the peasants. They were simple people who
were tied to serving thek masters and their lands. Peasants could possess land as well

as livestock, and as a result could becorne wealthy. Mainly, however, their lives
revolved around crops and good harvests. There was usually enough of a food surplus
to hold them over during a bad season, but they did work hard, and they had a lot of

faith in the powers of the gods. Finally, and probably most importantly, there was
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usually muhial respect between master and peasant, which resulted in the fact that the

peasants were generaily peaceful people.
Fernale slaves, who were to assis with food preparation and cooking were
assigned to the village (Stead, 1986:45-46).

They belonged to the govemment and

were attached to one side of the work gang or the other fleft" or "right"). Each farnily

had a certain nurnber of days during which they could use the seMces of female

slaves, but it was often the practice for people to seii these days to others Pierbrier,
1982: 39). As far as their wages were concemed, slaves were given jus enough food

to survive (Bierbrier, 1982140).

Private enterprise aiso had its place among the workers. Ofien one of the rooms

in a person's house was converted into a store for selling goods to other villagers.
Workers spent much of their spare thne doing work on each other's tombs or in

making grave goods and funerary equipment for upper class occupants of Thebes
(Stead, 1986:8,45-46)

Ir is also important to say a little more about the status of women. Although

women did not f2I any of the roles described above (except for the female slaves),
women did enjoy a fair amount of respect and status. The importance of the role of
M e and mother was recognized, and under Egyptian Iaw women were recognized as

their husbands' equals. They had full control of property acquired before and during
W a g e and, in the event of divorce, wornen had the right to one-third of al1 marital

property. While details concemhg the act of divorce are sketchy, we know that it was
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allowed, that alimony and palimony did exist, but it is unclear what happened to the

Part Two

The purpose of this section is to atternpt to apply some of the insights of social
archaeology to the interpretation of power relations in a case from ancient Egypt,
particularly issues of method discussed in chapter one and issues in theory from

chapter two. This atternpt may also help to illustrate some of the strengths and
weaknesses in the social archaeological approach, although a single smder-scale case
can ody provide a M t e d assessment of this theory and method.

The case, as previously mentioned, concem a group of people f?om the
Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties(1552-1069 B.C. according to

Bierbrier, 1982:146-147 and 1567-1085 B.C. according to AR David, 1975:8) of
ancient Egypt known as the "tomb builders". To a certain extent the shidy mua go
beyond this particular group, and consider the gods and the pharaoh as well as the

slaves that served the artisans. 1 say this because the lives of each and every Egyptian
were so shaped by the powers of the gods and the pharaoh that one group can not be
examined without some consideration of Iarger and extemal relations. In addition it

must be understood that in the case of ancient Egypt power can be both political and

mystical in nature. Given the fact that the lives of these people were so driven by their
belief in the pharaoh and the gods the power demonstrated here in these photographs is

necessarily politicai and mystical in nature. In a sense, the power of the state (or
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political power) was drawn fiom and made stronger by the mystical power of the gods.

In many instances, one type may be more evident than the other, but in rnost cases, both

are present. I have drawn my study materials fiom paintings and wvings that
appeared on the w d s of the tombs of the people who built the tombs. These tombs
were not great, elaborate pyramids but rather srnail, private tombs that were built in
the builders' spare time to ennire their place in the afterliie. As always, when dealing

with material that is as old as 3500 years, what is avaiiable for anaiysis is not complete.
Some of the paintings have been destroyed, while others have been lost to museums
and private collections and to poor excavation techniques in the 19th and Zûth

centuries. It is also important to say that what 1 will end up with is a personai
interpretation of the data. F i n of all, it is impossible to go back in t h e and see the
tomb builders and their social dynamics in action and therefore what is ofered is only
one possible reading of the data. Secondly, 1 am not an Egyptologist, although I have

had a long standing interest and pleasure in materials relatùig to ancient Egypt. This is
not in the first place a thesis on ancient Egypt, but an examination of the broader field
of social archaeology. The goal of this chapter is really to explore how social
archaeology might work in a limited case.

In order to do this, I take the information s h o w in several photographs of wall
art and, following the discussion of power relations in chapter two, I attempt to

demonstrate how the power/ social relations of the day may have operated. I do this
by examining images of personal Merences in such tbings as clothing, haïr, jewelry,

occupation, activity and so on in an attempt to show that these visible ciifferences may
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have si@ed

differeoces in power relations that are visible in art &om the walis of the

tombs.Not only wiii 1 attempt to illustrate the relationships benveen people' but also
the relationship between people and the gods.
In reference to the photographs, it is important to note that many have been
included in more than one rnonograph on ancient Egypt. I indicate the various sources

f?om which 1draw relevant idormation on such things as dates, locations of the tombs
and the names of those pictured in them. There are inconsinencies in various sources

regardhg exact dates and locations. One thing that is certain is that all of the

photographs came from tombs excavated in Deir el-Medina and belong to the
Eighteenth, Nmeteenth and Twentieth Dynasties of ancient Egypt.

This section of the thesis is necessarily a mixture of description and analysis. 1
begin the discussion of each photograph with a description of the contents of the
photographs. The fairly general description is followed by a discussion of the issues
r e î a ~ gto social and power structures. The later part of this section takes our earlier

discussion of theories of state formation (in chapter two) and examines the photographs

fiom this vantage point. 1 begin with what integration theory might have to Say about
the photographs followed by contlict theory. This serves to demonstrate not only how
social archaeological analysis might work, but also just how the idea of 'archaeological

evidence as text' (not as 'record') is operationalized. 1do this by examining the same
material from two different perspectives. W e the analyses presented here are not
intensive, they are sufficient enough to indicate some of the usefuiness, and some of the
limits, of a social archaeological analysis.

Description and Analysis of the Photographs.

Piate One
Description
Plate 1 is a black and white drawing of a woman who is breast-feeding an infant.
The woman is seated on a aool surrounded by tail trees. She is wearing a head band,
necklaces and anklets. Her hair is long, she has heavy eye makeup and is wearing
earrings.

Andvsis
First of ali, before going into my own analysis of the plate, let us discuss what

has been said about it in ethnographie literature.
In her Women in Ancient E m t (1993182)Gay Robins indicates that breast
feeding (or suckling as she refers to it) of infants is not a common subject in ancient

Egyptian art. It is however weli known fkom various written sources (as an example she
cites "The Instruction of Any") that wetnurses were occasionaiiy used especially by

royalty and the elite such as the families of scribes and viziers.

In reference to this particular drawing Robins says only that it depicts a mother
suckling her new bom baby in the special birth bower. In his The Tomb-Builders of the
Pharaohs (1982) Bierbner suggests ki reference to this photograph that the woman
appears "too elaborately dressed to have been an ordinary villager." Bierbner goes on
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to suggest that perhaps the drawing or ostracon is an illustration of a mythological or

historical scene. (Bierbrier, 1982:74)

While it is difticult to discuss relations of social power in this image, we can
reflect on the role of women and theû importance to society.
Fkst of di, the woman is seated out in the open and is surrounded by ta11 plants
and trees, possibly papyrus. The fan that she is in the open points to the idea that the
act of breast-feeding was not

çomething to be asharned of This aiso niggest that

breast-feeding was considered to be a normal act, or that the role of mother and
numirer was held in very high regard, or perhaps both. In addition, the woman appears
to be well adomed. While she is naked, (she wears only a belt or girdle around her

waist, which according to Robins (1993:83) is consistent with new mothers), she is
wearing severai necklaces and anklets and fairy large eanings. Furthemore, her hair is

done in an elaborate way, gathered on the top of her head and held together with a
head band while it fds in bunches around her face (this is again consistent with new
mothers as noted by RobLis, 1993:83). She has heavy makeup (kohl) around her eyes.

Whiie the fact that she is breast feeduig teils us nothing about her status in Me,
her jeweky might. Although lower class women did have jeweiry, it was usually simple

and there was rarely a lot of it (Waterson, 1991: 104-105). As we have already
mentioned above, Bierûrier (1982) believes that she is far too weil 'dressed' to be an
ordinary villager and the fact that this wornan has several neckiaces and anklets implies

that she is indeed a member of the wealthier cIasses in Deir el-Medina. What we can not
ascertain is whether or not she is the mother, or simply a wetnurse.
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The stool may also have implications for status. While there does not seem to be

any evidence for this in the ethnographic literature relating to ancient Egypt there is a
reference to nools and chairs as a status indicator in Wason's study of Catai Huyuk.
According to Wason (1994:lOS)seats or stools although also used by the general

public rnay imply stanis when found (or in this case pichired) in combination with other
items. In this particular case, we do have the stool combined with Iuxury items (jewelry)
discussed above.

Placing her in the broader context of social relations we may infer that women
and children were held in fairly high regard and played a significant part in sotiety. This
notion is reinforced by the mere existence of the drawing.
The same things can be said of gender relations. Had women and children not
played an important and somewhat egalitarian role, there would not have been a
painting or a scene totaily dedicated to a woman as this one is. If wornen were not

important it seems more Iikely that they would be included in crowds or not pictured at

au.

Plate Two
Description
Plate 2 is a remarkable example of a wall carving. It is located on the entrance
wail to the House of PiUars in the vizier (it is interesting to note that in Lange &

Humer, (1968), Ramose is referred to as vizier, but Bierbner, (1982) and Romer
(1982) refer to hïm as a scribe. 1 have been unable to find proof of his exact profession

.
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or if they are in reference to two different people so 1 will refer to them as the authors
refer to them. In this case, Lange and Hûmer refer to him as vizier) Ramose's tomb at

Thebes (Lange & b e r , 1968:449). Depided in the caMng is a festive scene. On the
left is the chief huntsman Keshy and the identity of the person beside him is unknown
they are most probably related. The couple to the right are May and his wXe Werel who
is shown sitthg jua slightly behind him (Lange 1968:448-9). In this photograph of the
original wall m g , the most strikiDg details are the finely stylized hair and clothing in
addition to the great necklaces that all four people are w e a ~ gTwo
.
of the men are

holding bunches of flowers or possibly scepters and Werel, the only woman Li the scene

has a headband (possibly a crown). It is also interesting to note that while Keshy and
the unknown man appear to be seated side by side, there is a marked difference
between May and his wife; she is clearly seated behind hùn.

Anal? sis

Two of the figures (Keshy and May) are both holding what 1 take to be
bouquets of lotus flowers in their left hands. Although the lotus traditiondy represents
rebirth, in this case the bouquets couid be a sort of scepter which acts as a status

indicator. 1 feel safe in saying this, because the bouquet t u m s up in several other
photographs in the hands of men who are clearly powerful and important. It is

interesting to note that Werel holds a single lotus flower (not a bouquet) in her right

hand. Although there does not appear to be any documentation to back up this fact it is
possible that due to the shortage of fertile land in Egypt, having fiowers or plants of any

kind was a sign of wealth and power. The lack of fertile land would have made plants

and tlowers items of lu-
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especiaiiy when used for such nomessential purposes like

decoration at a banquet. From this notion alone it can be infemed that these are surely
people of wealth and power.

In addition, both Keshy and the W o w n person at his side are both holding
what look to be a folded piece of rope. This is in Keshy's right hand and in the

unknown man's lefi. While it is not certain what this object is, it is clearly visible in
several of the photographs in the hands of people who are clearly in positions of

power.

AU four figures are w e a ~ gMl-length robes which according to Watson,
(1987: 18-19) are a sign of nobility in the New Kingdom. In addition, all are wearing

elaborate beaded collars which would have been too expensive for the average person
to atford (Waterson, 1991: 104-105). Findy, ail four are wearing elaborate wigs that
are long and braided. These wigs resemble those of the upper classes ffom the New

Kingdom (White, 1963:89). Furthemore, Werel has an elaborate headband with a
lotus flower on the front of it encircling her wig.

In his The Archaeolopv of Rank (1994) Wason rnakes reference to the idea of
people being in possession of non-essentid items (items not essentid for s u ~ v a l )as

being related to status. In Wason's case he is referring to crafts, but I contend that in
this case the non-essential items are long pleated robes, wigs, jeweiry and in this

particular case the lotus flower which while important spiritually is not an essential item
While we can not clearly distinguish dserences in individual power in this
image (except perhaps where the bouquets are concemed), we may conclude that
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these are very wealthy people and that wealth is shared and transmitted tbrough
families. Ail are well-dressed and have elaborate and expensive jewehy and wigs which

are clearly a sign of wealth and power.
Apart fiom the individual status indicators, there are indicators of more

complicated relations. Mon important is the issue of gender. Being seated at a banquet
beside her husband hdicated a great deal of status for women in that they are picnired
together, ar an important fiinction. If women were not afForded great respect by their

male counterparts they would not be pictured together, and would either be seated

apart, or the woman would not be pictured at dl. Obviously men vdued and respected
the important role played by women.

Socially the four people in this wall painting enjoyed a reasonably high position
assigned by their dothes, jewehy and hair. If the titles of ' d r y office? and 'chief
huntsman' (Lange & b e r , 1968:448-9) are indeed conect, then at least two of the

men had high r&g

occupations which possibly included power or control over other

lower-ranking workers. As such, these men would control portions of labor, and the
power and aatus afforded to them by virtue of this control would be fairly high.

Plate Three A.

Plate 3a. is quite similar to plate 2 in that the scene depicted here is also of a
festive gathering and was found on the entrance wall of the House of Pillars in

Ramose's tomb. Since this painting is photographed in two sections in 3a&b, 1 will
discuss it in the sections as they are presented.
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Description
Plate 3a., a detail of the festivaI relief shows two people, both of whom are
extremely weil dressed and adomed. Both people Wear full length robes with elaborate
multi-tiered, beaded collars or necklaces. In addition, both of the figures are wearing
elaborately braided wigs. The woman (shown on the lefi of the plate) holds a flower in
her right hand and also has a wide headband encircling her wig. The man (on the right)

holds what Iooks to be a folded over piece of rope in his left hand.
Analvsis

The fact that both people are so weil dressed and adomed is a status indicator.
From the existuig literature we can conclude several thùigs. First of all, the two people
pictured here are Neby and Apuya the parents of the scribe Ramose (Lange and Himer,
l968:Mg). Secondly the elaborate clothing that they Wear would have been expensive

and according to Waterson (1991:104-5)would have been too costly for anyone other
that members of the upper classes. The stylized braided wigs also lead to the same

conclusion. Again these wigs indicate upper class status (White, 1963189)

Plate Tbree B.
Descriution
Plate 3b. is another section as the sarne festival relief as 3a. Again we have two
people both of whom are dressed in long robes with finely stylized braided wigs. Also,

as we have already seen in plate 3a. the woman is seated just behind the man. The
Merence though is that this t h e the wornan has her hands on his shoulders. In 3a
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there is no contact that is evident to us. Fhally in the man's lefi hand he holds a long,

Andvsis
According to Lange & HUmer (1968:449) these people are Amenhotep the
brother of Rarnose the scribe, and his wife May. Again the fine robes and the
elaborately braided wigs are status indicators. Not only would these items have been
too expensive for members of the Iower classes to affiord, but also too impractical in

terms of the nomial activities of their daily lives. Wlgs and long robes would have been
cumbenome and impradcal for those who were forced to do hard labor such as

fanning and construction. These outfits are far more in keeping with the members of the
upper classes who engaged in much less strenuous activities. Also, according to White

(1963939)the wig that May wears is characteristic of the style worn by the upper class

during the period of the New Kingdom.
Perhaps the most important status indicator in this photograph is the instrument

in Amenhotep's left hand. Accordiig to Wilkinson (1992: 183) this is the Sekhem
scepter and is symbolic of power and mi&.

From its presence here, we can conclude

that Amenhotep must have been, in some way, a person of power and authority.
Plates 3a&b both speak to the same Iarger issues represented in plate 2. In both,
there are women p i c h ~ e dat important functions with their men. This further reinforces
the importance of the role of women in relation to men.However, we do begin to see a
trend here that may indicate j u s how important they really are, since the women are
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always seated behind the men they are pictured with This could uidicate that while they

are of relative importance that their aanis is not quai to that of men.
There is also the idea of the presence of the non-essential items (Wason,
1994: 107) picturd in both plates 3a&b. The wigs, robes and jewelry are all items of

lwury which were unfiordable to the lower classes.

Plate Four
Plate 4 is divided into two separate images. The top image is a photograph of a

wall painting which extends the entire length of the w d .
The bottom image is a close-up of the w d painting which we can see is divided
into both an upper and lower register which read as follows:
bearers of offerings, men marching with ceremonid solernnity,
draught oxen being led before a symbol which is being c d e d on a
sledge, the finerary shrines with the signs of Osiris and Isis also
drawn on sledges and with projecting parts of funerary barks on
which stand the goddesses of death Isis and Nephthys, with priests
and moumers behind them. Bottom L-Rthe rites at the moment that
the mummy is placed erect at the entrance to the tomb, standing and
crouchg female mouniers, bearers of offerings with papyrus
stems, a group of standing wornen whose larnents nse to the
fherary shrine, men carrying tomb accessories, symbols of rank and
jugs and lastiy a nurnber of disthguished moumers in white robes
reaching below their knees. (Lange, 1968 447)

During the course of my study, 1 came across several photographs which are
details of the scenes depicted in plate 4. For the purposes of this thesis 1 have only

chosen two of them so as not to be repetitive.
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Descriution
Plate 4 a (again a detail of plate 4) depicts men bringing offenngs, mostiy all
of which are fhiture. One of the men has blonde hair (or is perhaps bald) and some of

them appear to have slight dinerences in skin color. The oEerings are grouped
together, but some of the men are c m y h g gifts individualy. AU of the people are

dressed the same (topless, with knee length loin cloths).
Anabsis

From this photograph, it is impossible to draw any h conclusions about
power relations. Al1 of the men are depicted as the same size; ail are wearing similar
lengths and styles of kilts; and haily, all have short, black hair. The only clifference

that can be seen here is based on the objects that the men carry with them into the
tomb. This may mean that they have made the objects that they cany, or it may simply
mean that they have just picked up the article or been handed it to q.
While the

clifferences noted in the coloring may be significant we are unable to conclude if this
was done by the artist on purpose or is it the result of damage to the painting of simply

a fading of the pigment.

If we look at this photograph in reference to plates 3a&b we can draw a
conclusion about social power. Fust of al1 there is a marked Merence in the way the
figures are dressed and adomed. Secondly there is a difference in the activities that they
are engaged in.

The figures in plate 4a. are dressed in short simple loincloths with short hair,
and no jewelry while the figures in plates 2, 3a&b are aIl in long pleated robes with wigs
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and lots of jewehy. If we are to assume that the possession of non-essential items (in

this case related to dress and personal adornment) are an indication of power then we

can wnclude that the figures in plates 2, 3a&b are higher in staais than the people in
plate 4.

The second thing that we notice when we compare activities, we see that the
figures in plates 2, 3a&b are al1 at a banquet while those in plate 4a. are workers

transporthg offerings to a tomb. The fact that some are working while others are
enjoying a banquet serves to reinforce the idea of upper and lower class.
Desetion

The waII painting show in plate 4b. can be divided into two sections. One half
shows men and the other half shows women.The women are clearly in mourning, but
there are other things of note here. One woman, possibly a child and not a woman at

dl, is naked. Some of the women are bare-breasted while others are M y clothed. Al1
of the women are facing one way (looking towards the sky) but one is facing in the
opposite direction and another is looking down instead of up. Some of the smaller
women (possibly children) are chging to the talier women. Finally, al1 of the women

have the w n e hairstyle. In short there are very few differences in the images of the
women. Almoa aII of the women are wearing long, braided wigs and long sheath

dresses with three-quarter-lengthsleeves. In addition they are standing straight up with
their ams in the air and their faces tilted up towards the

se. There are some

ciifferences, but it is d i n i l t to tell exactly what they mean. One child is naked, while
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another is dressed but is holding the waist of a woman who wean only a fidl length

skkt with no top. Another woman faces in the opposite direction fiom all of the others.
The second half of the photograph shows men carrying flowers, lantems, and in
some cases, urns. Al1 of them have short loin cloths of qua1 length. Of the frve men,
two are blonde, one is bald (or shaved) and the other two have the characteristic long

dark Egyptian hair. Also as a point of interest, the blonde men have short hair while the
dark hared men Wear theirs long.

Analysis
While we can be certain that the women are all there to express their grief
(Wilkinsoq 1983:33-34), there is no way of being certain of what the ciifferences
si@,

or whether they are indicators of power relations. Ethnographie rnaterial has

provided little insight except for the fact that they are femde moumers. (Wilkinson,

19833 - 3 4 ; Mekhitarian, 1954:1 14-115)
Wlth the men there is again no certain way of dinerentiating between the

people. AU of the men are dressed in short, simple kilts indicative of working men

(Watson, 1987:48-49).AU are carryùig the same types of objects: t d flowers,jars of
incense and baskets fdled with what look like flowers. The only Merence here is the
kir. Some are bald while others have short, black hair, both of which are cornmon for

ancient Egyptians (Watson, 1987:61).The othen ail appear to have short blonde hair
which is uncharacteristic, but without further context, it is difncult to draw any

conclusions about power relations and merences in stahis.
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The information gathered from îhis senes of photographs is an intereshg

comment on the value that society places in fimerai rituals. Pictured here are everyone
60m chiid mourners, to noblemen, to priests and regdar laborers who are pictured
carrying grave goods to the tomb. What we can draw fiom this is that in death, to

ensure a smooth transition to the afterlife, all must play a role. Here we see the entire
social scale regardless of gender or age involved in one activity. While they may ail be
playing different roles, each role is of importance in ensuring the successful completion

of the ritual.

Plate Five
Description

Plate 5 cornes eom the tomb of Semedjem. Pictured here are Sennedjem and
his wife receiving a libation from the5 son Bwakhtef who is acting as a funerai priest.

Undemeath their chairs are their children ( Bierbrier, 1982: 59; Desroches-Noblecourt,
1962: 23; L'Hote, 1954:38) According to one source (L'Hote, 1954:#38)the principal

figures are (nom lefi to right) Tcharo and his wife Taia, Bunakhtef ( different authors

use different spehgs for this particular name so I have chosen that of Bierbrier,
198259) son of Semedjem, Sennedjern and h d y his wife Ignefert. Both of the
women are filly clothed in long, flowing, fùli-length robes while both men (not the
priest) have long loin cloths but are bare chested. Ail four main figures have headpieces with cones of pomade on their heads and both men have sornething in their right
hand. Semedjem appears to have a scepter while Tcharo holds a lotus flower. As in al1
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representations of seated men and women, both women appear to be sitting just behind

their husbands. Both Sennedjem and his son the p k t have small beards on their chins,
but it is unknown whether the third does, since the part of the painting containing his
face has been demoyed. Finally, the priest is draped in a leopard skin and is pouring

Analvsis
The power indicators here are clear. Fust of all, the son wears the leopard skin
and the srnaIl, usuaily artïfïcial beard indicative of a pnest (Watson, 1987:3940,61).
(It

is also interesting to note that the leopard s k i n also appears among the Nuer of

A f k a as a religious symbol. For more see Meeker, 1989:88-90) He also wears a

braided wig, u&y

indicative of upper class status (White, 1963339). In his hand he

holds a water jar (or Heset) which is pouring water or wine (indicated by the wavy

lines coming out of the spout) (Wiilkinson, 1992: 205).
Semedjem wears a long, pleated skirt, a braided wig and a beaded headband.

Furthemore, in his right hand he holds the Sekhem scepter, the symbol of power and
might (Willcinson, 1992: 183).
Semedjem's wife is also weil-dressed. She is wearing long pleated robes, a
long braided wig and a beaded headband. Under her chair are her two children with
their characteristic sidelocks (Watson, 1987:6 1).
What is interesting here is the inclusion of small children who are pictured under
their mother's chair. ï h i s shows the strength of the family unit, which is not seen in
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other wall paintings. Again we have the presence of women with their husbands, and
the women are seated just behind the men.

Another féature of this photograph that we have not yet seen is religion. It is

hard to tell f?om this photograph just how important religion is to the people pictured
here but we can assume that it must have played a sigaificant role or it wodd not
appear so clearly in a tomb wd painting. We do however see that the pnest is we1dressed and is draped in a Ieopard skin. The use of fur through the ages has been used
to denote importance or power and in several societies, priests or other religious figures

are set apart fiom the rest by wearing leopard skins.

Piate Six

Description
While plate 6 seems similar to plate 5, it is, in fact, not that s i d a . This cornes

fkom the tomb of Ipuy, the sculptor fiom Thebes, and depicts Ipuy and his wife
receiving offerings nom their children (Freed, 1987: 93 ; Wilkinson, 1983 :34-3 5 ) . The

color in this photograph (it is a restored copy of the original, since the original painting
has been very badly damaged ( W ï ï s o n , 1983 : 34-3 S), helps to demonstrate jua how
elegantly the sculptor, his wife and children are dressed. Both husband and wife are

wearhg fuiMength robes, hair pieces, great necklaces (eight tiers) and bracelets. Both
are seated on weii-crafted ard painted chairs with their feet resting on raised platfonns

or stools. Ipuy and his son Wear sandals on their feet and Ipuy has a scepter in his
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right band. The other children bear numerous gifts and appear to be adorned in the

same manner as their parents.

Anaiysis

One would think that as the farnily of a sculpter, they would not be as well
dressed as they are, however ail four persons are extremely weIl-dressed. Mother,

father and daughter Wear long, flowing robes, elaborate beaded collars, long braided
wigs, and beaded headbands. The son is dressed in a long, pleated skirt with a leopard

skin draped around his shoulders. This leopard skin is typical of clothing wom by
p"sts

throughout Dynastic Egypt (Watson, 1987: 39-40,61)(and as seen before the

leopard skin appears as a religious symbol in other cultures) He also wears a wig with a

headband, and Iike his father, sandals on his feet.

The way the f d y are dressed, the firmiture that they sit on and the amount of
offerings that they receive al1 indicate relatively high natus in local society. In addition,
there is the appearance of the leopard skin which denotes a priest and the presence of
children. Two things regarding power cm be drawn nom this picture. First of dl, there

is the considerable importance given to the family unit and its relationships as we see in
the childrens' interactions with their parents. They are presenting them with o f f e ~ g s

which denotes respect, it also shows that adults held their children and family
relationships in hi& regard. Secondly, the importance of religion appears again in this
photograph (as in plate 5) for we see the sons acting as prieas. Not only does diis

show the generai significance of religion, but it highlights its importance within the

family.

Plate Seven
Description
Plate 7 cornes from tomb number 359, the tomb of a foreman We are sure that
he is a foreman, but three different sources (L7Hote, 1954:39; Bierbrier, 198274;
Westendoe 1986:186) have assigned three different names for him. 1 will therefore
lave the identification of the photograph by tomb number alone.

Plate 7 shows the foreman, his wife and his children receiving oEerings. Both

the man and his wife are well-dressed in long, pleated robes characteristic of the court

dress of the upper nobility (Watson, 1987: 18-19; White, 1963:90). Both are also
wearing elaborate, braided wigs, also a sign of higher status (White, 1963: 89).
Analysis

The smaller figures are clearly meant to depict chiidren because of the way their

hair is dressed. "Children usudy have very short hair or shaved heads except for a
single long 'sidelock of youth' which hangs d o m on one side of their head and curls

over at the end (Watson, l987:61)." In addition, three of the four children are wearing

a lot ofjewelry: earrings, necklaces, amilets, bracelets and d e t s .
The man on the exverne right wears a wig and a long pleated skirt. In the
original painting there is probably another man behind him, because according to

Westendorf (1968: 186), "surrounded by his f d y the lord of the tomb receives
o f f e ~ g sfrom the pnem of Osiris and Pt&." Among these offerings, there is a box
filled with Ushabti figures (figures which were meant to act as slaves in the Fields of
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Osiris in the d'terme (David, 1975:149), Libations of water and incense and a smali
statue of Osiris (shown in the priest's lefi hand) (Westendorf, 1968:186).

The long pleated robes that we have seen so often in these photographs are
without a doubt a sign of nobility or upper class status (Watson, 1987:18-19).
Accordhg to White (1963:90) the nobility kept these robes for important hctions, but

in the privacy of their own dwellings wore loincloths jua Iike everyone else. He also
notes that the peasants or lower classes did not even posses such garments.

In this painting we see issues that have arisen before. Here the emphasis on
f d y relationships appears again with the inclusion of the man's wife and child in the
painting. The recunhg presence of wives and children serves to reinforce their

importance in the lives of these tomb builders.

Plate Eight
Plate 8 shows Smedjem and his wife at work in the Fields of Paradise. The

top of plate 8 shows Ra the Sun God sitting in his boat between a shrine (at the back)

and a follower sign, (According to Wrlkinson (1992: 187) this sign means two different
things to different archaeologists. The first possible meaning is that it is an instrument of

execution and the second meaning is a bundle of equipment that attendants to the
chiefiains used to carry thus corning to symbolize 'follower') Shemset (at the front)

(Wilkinson, 1992: 187).

In the bottom half of plate 8 Semedjem and his wife are depicted at work in
The Fields of Paradise. The thick blue lines which surround the painting, and at points
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run through it, are representative of canals used for irrigation (Wilkinson, 1983:60-61)

The drawing shows gardens and orchards fiIled with freçh fnits and colorfùi flowers,
palms and sycamores (Wilkinson, 1983:6&6 1). Sennedjem and his wife are both welidressed in long flowing robes which indicate that the scene represents an artistic

transformation of reality. (Weaendo* 1968: 190) In al1 probability, îhey would never
have perfonned the kind of work they are shown doing and secondly workers in the
fields would not have been dressed in this manner.

Analvsis
Plate 8 depicts Semedjem and his wife at work in the Fields of Paradise. The
gardens are watered by means of imgation canais, and the vegetation shown here is

lush. The oniy power relation that is clearly evident here is that between human and
god and is a prime example of what was earlier referred to as mystical power. There is

no evidence of the state, but clear evidence of the power held by the divine. The top
Line in the garda shows Sennedjem and his wife praying to the gods. Both of them are
kneeling with their hands raised, paims nimed towards the gods. Facùig them are
several seated deities, including Ra and Osiris, %hose collaboration maintains the

etemal cycle of He" (Westendoe 1968:188). This shows the higher staius and power
of the gods and the necessity for people to pray to them for help and guidance. People

m u s also work for the gods in the Fields of Paradise in the afterlife and in this case
m u a perform duties that they were never required to do on earth. This demonstrates
jus how superior the gods were.

Plate Nine

Descri~tion
Plate 9 again features Semedjem and his d e . This t h e , they approach a
sbrine filled with seated deities. These particular deities are "members of the divine

tribunal which oversees the judgment of the deceased" ( W i o n , 1992:30). As for
Sennedjem, he is wearing a loin cloth of fine pleated iinen which extends fiom his waist

to below bis knees. On his bead he wears a headband and his hands are raised in fiont
of him with the palms facing towards the gods. His wife is standing just behind him
with one hand raised like her husband, and the other hand holds a lotus flower. She is
clothed in the same fine pleated linen, except that her clothing is full-Iength with
sleeves to the elbow. Fhaüy, she is wearing a headband, but on the fiont of hers is a
lotus flower.
Mvsis

This photograph shows Semedjem and his wife, well-dressed, prayhg towards
an ara in which are depicted several seated gods (Wilkinson, 1992: 30) Sennedjem's
wife is dressed in long pleated robes with long sleeves, and on her head she wears a

long braided wig, which is characteristic of the wigs worn by the upper classes in the
New Kingdom (White, 1963239). Her husband wears a long pleated kilt and he too
wears a wig in the style of which was t y p i d for the New Kingdom upper class (White,
1963: 89).
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Semedjem's handç are raised with his palms facing outwards towards the

deities. His wife has one hand r a i d io the same manner while in her other hand she
holds a fiower. This is a prayer stance (Lange & Himer, 1968:516) and can be seen
agah in plate 10. As for the deities, they are said to be "members of the divine tribunal

which ovenees the judgment of the deceased ( W i i s o n , l992:3Oj." The two deities
of note are Osiris (top lefi) and Ra (bottom left), "whose collaboration maintains the

etemai cycle of W' (WestendorÇ 1968:188).
This picture provides a good example of the relations between hurnans and the
gods, ( and is another perfect example of mystïcal power) and of the importance that
religion has in Egyptian society. We see how humans are viewed in relation to the gods
and it is obvious that the people see themselves as subordinate.

Piate Ten
Description
Plate 10 is an interesting view of the relationship between the gods and humans.

On the lefi is a man with long, braided hair (probably a wig), heavy eye make-up, and
long pleated robes. He is positioned Ui such a way that he has one foot forward and his
hands are raised with his palms facing outward. In the rniddle of the photograph, there

is a table on top of which there are three objects. On the nght side of the picture is the
phoenix, a large, long-legged bird with a long, narrow beak. On his head, the bird

wears the crown of Osiris.
Arialvsis
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Plate 10 cornes from the tomb of Anhurkhawi, who we know was a foreman in

the Place of Truth (Lange & Himier, 1968:5 16).
From existïng literature (Lange & Hirmer, 1968 :5 16; Desroches-Noblecourt,
1962:#24) we lmow that the man is deceased. He is shown here standing in fiont of the

phoenix of Heliopolis. The man is weil-dressed in long pleated robes characteristic of
the New Kingdom upper class (Watson, 1987:18-19). He also wean a long braided

wig.He is positioned here with his hands raised in fkont of him with bis palms facuig
outward, which is a prayer stance (Lange & Hirmer, 1968:5 16). In benveen the two is

a table on top of which there are three Ioaves of bread as offerings.

Findy there is the phoenix itseK Traditionally, the phoenix represented the
creation of the world and also renewal (perhaps comected to the afterlife). As such the
phoenix was a very important figure to the ancient Egyptians. In this partidar scene,
the phoenix is wearing the crown of Osiris (Lange and Himier, 1968:s16)and faces the
deceased.

The power relations represented here extend beyond the group of workers
connected to tomb construction and again demonstrate rnystical power. This

photograph shows the power difrential between humans (even high ranlàng ones), and
the gods despite the fact that there is no evidence of political or state power. The gods
held a position higher than any human, and they were to be praised and respected.

Plate Eleven
Description

In plate 11 we have a sculpter's workshop with the foreman and two other
workers helping with inventory. At first glance it is the foremm who stands out for he
is portrayeci three times larger than any of the other workers. He is dreçsed in Milength, pleated robes and is shown writing. The second thing of note is that the two
workers, who are shown directly addressing the foreman are Iarger than their coworkers but smaller than the foreman hirnself. Tne workers shown addressing the
foreman are dressed like their CO-workers( but not like the foreman), in loin cloths

extending fiom waist to knee. A notable difference is that they Wear pleated loin cloths
while those on their CO-workersappear to be plain. Although the painting in plate 11

has not çuMved very weii, we are sül able to make some f d y concrete conclusions.
Ana@sis

On the far left of the picture is a man dressed in very elaborately pleated, long
clothing. This is known to be court dress for a noble or an official in the Iater part of
the New Kingdom (Watson, 1987: 18-19). The same man holds a scribal kit and
appean to be writing d o m (recording) something.

In addition to the clothes he wears and the utensils he is using, he has been

drawn at twice the size of the other workers, in itself, a sign of his superiority (Laing,
1993:145).
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Of the other workers, two are handing or showing piles of goods to the
foremadscriie while the others are all engaged in some form of d-making. The two

in direct contact with the foreman are in short pleated skirts while all of the others have
short but unpleated skins. This may also be an indicator of power difference, but with
the artwork as damaged as it is, it is hard to tell.

Here we have some indication of the relationslip between artisans, but it is
dinicult if not impossible to draw conclusions about individual power. AU of those
working on objects are drawn at the same size and are similarly clothed. There does not

seem to be anythbg in the depiction to indicate différences among them. While we have
seen f?om the ethnographie literature that there were indeed differences, we cm not see
these merences in this painting.

Plate Tweive
Descri~tion
Plate 12 cornes to us fiom the tomb of the vizier Rekhmûé and depicts three
Merent registers. The top register shows goldsmiths and the bottom register shows
brick-makers. In this pictue, one or possibly as many as three of the workers are
blonde haired and not the usual black hair in Egyptian paintings. As far as dress is
concemeci, they ail appear to be wearing loin cloths of the same length except for the

man in the bottom left- hand corner. He, unlike the others, seems to be carrying a whip
instead of being engaged in some artistic or construction activity. There is one person
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shown who seems to be Werent f?om the others. He is the man on the far lefi-hand
side of the middle section. He is shown larger than the others in his row, if not larger

than all of the others in the pictue. He, iike the man with the whip, does not appear to
be involved in d - w o r k and he is shown looking away from the scene. It is possible
that he is responding to a person of higher authority, but since the picture in the
photograph is cut offthere, there is no way of knowing.
Anahsis

In this photograph we have few evidences of power relations. Apart fiom
Merences in activity, there is little else that sets the workers apart. All have short hair
and simple short kilts. While it may seem as though those shown Li the top register
have longer kilts, it is v e v diilicuit to tell if this is in fact the case and if so, whether it

was intentional.
Some men in this p i m e are s h o w to be bald, and some with short dark hair

and three or four with short blonde fiair. Since short hair and even baidness were
comrnon in ancient Egypt (Watson, 1987: 61) we can not draw any conclusions based

on this visible difFerence. Furthemore, we cannot draw any conclusions about the
significance of the blonde haired men either. This may sirnply be a result of aging paint,

or it may indicate that these men were not Egyptian.
Finally, the man standing to the extreme lefi of the middle register seems to be

slightly larger than the others. However, since we are unable to see what he is doing
and since he is as p l d y dressed as the others, with short hair and no jewelry we
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have great difficuif~drawing conclusions about significances for power

would
relations.

Plate Tbirteen
Description
Plate 13 shows the Lord of the Tomb SUpeAking work (Westendorf,
1968:120). As in previous photographs it is possible to draw distinctions between

three dBerent groups of people shown. Fim of dl, there is the Lord of the Tomb with
his scepter of power in one hand and what looks to be a staff in the other. He is much
larger in size than the other people in the painting and is wearing full-length robes with

sleeves. The second distinguishable group are the men in the top lefi-hand corner who
appear to be soiled and are being ''washed" by the blonde man. Like the Lord of the

Tomb, these men have long hair and full-lengh robes. The act of being washed by
someone may imply higher status for the one being washed.
The three men at the bottom of the picture may form a class with the blonde

man, or may in fact form a difFerent one. Although dressed the same with short hair
and loin-cloths, one is carrying out punishrnent while one is being punished and the

other is begging for forgiveness. Unfominately it is diaicult to see a distinction here

other than the actions they are involved in. However their actions demonstrate that the

man on the lefi inflicting punishment is supenor to the man being punished and the one
begging for mercy.

Anaivsis

Plate 13 is a fascinahg ewmple of power and rank. It is also a perfect ewmple
of political or state power as opposed to mystical power. To the extreme right of the

picnire there appears to be a man who is larger than the others and who, accordiig to
Westendorf (1968:120), is the Lord of the Tomb.As we have seen, image size can be

an indicator of power and statu (Laing, 1993:145) This issue of image size relating to
authority is echoed by Wason in his The Archaeologv of Rank (1994:165) He is shown
wearing a short kilt with an oversbirt. This was customw clothing for officiais of the

New Kingdom (Watson, 1987:18-19). He is aiso holding two very important power
indicators: in his left hand he holds the Sekhem scepter signifjmg such things as

controiler, commander (or person of power in genera1)and denotes concepts such as
power and might (WiiIkinson, 1992:183); in his other hand he holds a sort of s t a

(perhaps the Was Scepter which denotes power and dominion (Wïïnson, 1992: 183)
but it lacks the forked base typical of the Was scepter).

To his left there are two registers, an upper and a lower one. In the top register,
there are four men shown, al1 of whom appear to be dressed in the same manner as the

Lord of the Tomb (Westendoe 1968:120), but they seem to be dirty or soileci. The
fïfh man stands in front of a basin of some sort and may be engaged in washùig the
first man. He is not as weii dressed (he wears ody a short kilt and very shon haïr with

no wig), and he looks to be rubbing the first man's shoulders. Since the short kilt is
representative of the New Kingdom Iaborers or peasants (Watson,

198 7%-49) we
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may assume that he is a subordinate who is helping the better dressed and more
powerful men with their toilet.
The lower register shows a man beating another whiie a third seems to be
begging. Of the entire scene, Westendog (1968: 120) says "Subordinates and peasants
are being led before the lord of the tomb, standing in a bower. One peasant is being
beaten for having failed to deliver grain or not having delivered enough. Another is on

his knees imploring to be spared punishment." In both registers, there is evidence of
political power or the power of one person over another, but the mystical power that is

evident in photographs which were discussed earlier does not appear to be present.

Plate Fourteen
Descrbtion

Plate 14 shows a worker on his knees in fiont of two scribes (Westendorf;
1968:120). Here the clothing discrepancies are clear. The worker is dressed in a short

plain loin-cloth. On the other hand, the scribes appear to be quite well dressed in short
skirts and sleeved shirts. Their o a s are also pleated. Both are holding a stafïin one

haad and writing instruments in the other. (Westendorf, 1968:120)

In plate 14 there is a clear contrat in social rank. The two men standing are
weli dressed in clothing typical of nobles and officiais (Watson, 1987:18-19)

- knee

Iength tunics wom over kilts and overskirts (1987: 18-19). Furthemore, they cany
writing tablets with them which indicates that they were scribes.
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In addition to this, there is a man kneeiing or bowing while on his knees to
them. He wears only a simple, short kilt and he is most probably a peasant. As
Westendorf (1968:120) says, "in contrast to the rural population, simply clothed and
crouching on the gound, the tax and land-registry officiais carrying their writing

tablets are dressed as fasbionably adomed city dwellers."

Anaysis
What we have here is an interesthg example of the sociai merence between

rural and urban persons. We know f?om

ethnographie information that officiais

generally came nom the city. They were both well dressed in pleated robes, while

~
hair. There is a difference
country dwellers were simply dressed with s h o unadomed

in occupation to be noted. The two men ftom the city cary scribe's palettes while the
man on his knees is most probably a f m e r or slave. DBerences in education and skills
are other important distinctions between people fiom the city and the country.

Plate Fifieen
Description
Plate IS depicts people weighing gold. Once

again there is difnculty in

distinguishhg between differences in statu. What is obvious in this pictwe is that the

man weighing the gold is much smaller than the others, and that he has short blonde
M.This may be shply because the artist wanted him under the seale in order to show

him in the picture, but it could dso imply lower status. The rest of the men al1 appear
to be the same size with the sarne length loin cloths and hair. There is a second blonde
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mm, but he is the same height as the others. There is a bald man at the far ieft, but
despite not being able to see his body we cm assume (due to the size of his head and
the length of his anns), that he is the same size as the others.

Analysis
It is impossible to disthguish any fonn of rank in this depiction. There is a man
on the extreme right who may be recording the events, which would make him a scribe
or at least a foreman. However, he does not appear to have any distinguishing features

fiom what we can see.
The man in charge of weighmg the gold does appear to be smaller in size than
the other men,but that in itself does not appear to denote a ciifference in rank or status.

It could simply be that the artia wanted the figure to fit under the scale.
The remainder ofthe men are al1 the same size in bodily stature. They have kilts

of a similar length and aii are shown with short hair or bald heads (not uncornmon for
Egyptians (Watson, 1987:61). The one intereshg factor is that two of the men are
blonde, uncharacteristic for Egyptians. This could indicate that they are foreigners or
that quite simply that pigments in the image have been chipped or altered in some way
over the centuries.
While we can not distinguish social rank in this image, it is possible for us to
locate the men as a group in society. The men have no jeweky or wigs. They are
without elaborate clothing or i d e n t m g items, (scepters, scribal kits) which would
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indicate power or high ranking occupations. Finally, thek simple kilts resemble those
of the New Kingdom workers (Watson, 1987:48- 49).

PIate Sixteen
Plate 16 is an extraordinary example of a royal workshop. The foreman, who is

almoa certainly the man at the far lefi, wears fiiIl-length robes and in his nght hand he
holds a bouquet of lotus flowers. He also has long hair with braids in it. He is shown

ïnspecting a number of finished crafts which are being presented by two of the

craftsmen. What dis~guishesthe craftsmen here are the activities in which they are
engaged. At the lefi side of the top section of the picture is a worker weighmg gold
rings. Beside him are carpenters and woodworkers. The first three are engaged in

making Djed colurnns, and the next few are making Isis knots. The last few are making
a catalfâlque and decorating it with the Djed columns and Isis knots. The second row
shows jewelry makers, sculptors and metalworkers involved in making crafts ranging
from jewelry to metal vases. The bottom row shows people involved in making bronze

lamp stands and on the far right, others making none vessels and beads. (Stead,
1986136-41)

Analysis
When looking for hints as to power relations in this photograph we are
immediately stnick by the size of the foreman in relation to the others. According to

Laing (1993:145), figures in Egyptian art are arranged in hierarchical order. The more
important the person in statu, the larger in size he is portrayed.
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His clothing is representative of someone who holds a high status. First of all,
he wears a short kilt which is covered by a long oversl8rt with short sleeves. If he were

a worker, this clothing would be cumbersome and irnpractical. It is also in keeping
with the outtits of the oficials in the New Kingdom (Watson, 1987:18-19).

On his head he wears a wig with elaborate braids, whiie the others are either
baId or have very short hair. Men of the upper classes often wore wigs, since these

provided protection fiorn the s u . In addition, wigs were cooler than their own hair
(White, 1963 :89). He also has a multi-tiered bead collar around his neck, which would

have been aimbersome for a worker. Fiaily, in his right hand he holds a stylized
bouquet of what 1 believe to be lotuses. To the ancient Egyptians, the lotus was the
symbol of the sun and of creation (Wilkinson, 1992:121).

In terms of actions, he is behg presented with hished articles (includig
necklaces and fiminire) for final inspection. This would imply that he had the authority
to reject or approve any of the articles that were made by his workmen.

As for the workmen thernselves, it is difEcult to distinguish any form of rank or
status. Ali are wearing approximately the same length of kilt and their bodies are

shown the same size.
The fact that there are two people who present finished articles to the foreman

could be an indication of difference of power, for they appear to be intermediaries
between craRsmen and the foremen,

Finally, it is easy to distinguish between occupations simply by looking at what

activity they are engaged in, but rank or seniority are vev difficult to determine.

1O0

In terms of mystical vernis political power, this is a perfect example of jus how
intercomected the two really were. F i of ali, we see evidence of the state. There is
clearly a s u p e ~ s o rand those being s u p e ~ s e dwhich indicates state wntrol. However,
the actiuities that they are engaged in clearly speak to the presence of mystical power.

The craftsmen are not busily making items essential for human survival but are instead
creating items of religious significance, items which the living will offer the dead so that

they are prepared for the afterlife. These are items of religious sigrüncance which will
not be used by the craftsmen themselves, but rather by the nobles and the pharaohs and

is strong evidence of the mystical power which controiled all even the pharaoh hirnself.

Insi&s into power stnicnires £iom similar archaeoloeical acwunts

For the most part 1 have chosen to lave the input &om various other sources to
the end of the section for one reason. The studies that were similar to mine were done

on a much larger sale and compared the remains found in various settlements or even a
region to draw their conclusions about power. They also used different types of
information like settlement patterns, r n o w practices, actual material that the remains

were onginally made of and so on. In my particular case study which was done on a

much smaller scale, 1 have not used issues such as settlement patterns, grave
distribution, chronological records and so on. While these issues would have provided
valuable insight they were just not feasible for a study of this size.

In Jonathan Haas' The Evolution of the Prehistonc State (1982) analyses both
an area in Peru and an a r a in Mesoamerica. In both he looks for the presence of
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manifestations of power in such ways as communal building projects, imported
resources and the existence of major monuments which would have required a
sign3ica.t mobilization of the worHorce in order to construa (Haas, 1982:188-189).
While we lmow from general knowledge that these existed in ancient Egypt it cornes as

a challenge to see any evidence in the photographs.
ln Haas' study of Mesoamerica he cites çalt and obsidian as two materials found

in the region that were not native to the area as evidence of trading. (1982: 185) From
the photographs we can not draw any conclusions based on this idea. In terms of major
monuments Haas' cites the Oimec heads as evidence of the manifestation of personal
power in a communal labor project. Again we have no evidence of such massive
undertakings, however what we do see in the photographs are the workshops. In plates
11, 12, 15 and 16 we see workers busy at work in workshops. While these are smail
scaie work projects they do show workers crafting items that have no personal value.

For the most part the value of the crafts is ideological and theû use was for the nobles
only. As Haas says "these projects had no direct benefit to the population other than to
demonstrate to them the power of religion. .. (1982: 189)" In addition these workshops

offer a g h p s e at centralized direction. Because the workers are not making anything
that wiU benefit them directiy, we must conclude that they are working for someone
who has power over them. In the case of plates 11 and 16 that we see direct evidence
of this power with the presence of the foreman overseeing the workers.
In his The Archaeolow of Rank (1994) Wason offers many interesting ideas for

inferring power pdcularly Ui reference to iconography and art. Firn of al1 he says that
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the relative size of figures and the elaborateness of their costumes tends to be related to
one's political importance. (Trigger, 1978:165-166; Wason, 1994:118). Another point
he makes is that defeated enemies are unially simply dressed or not dressed at aiî while

the elaborately dressed conqueror stands over them (Trigger, 1978:165-166; Wason,
1994:118) He also notes that being able to demonstrate the unequal distribution of
lwcluy items would be a power indicator. (Trigger, 1978:165-166; Wason, 1994:118).
Wason goes on to study C d Huyuk a t o m in Anatolia during the NeoIithic era.
Again as previously mentioned, Wason's study is much more comprehensive than mine

in that he covers everything fkom mortuary practices to artifact distniution throughout
the whole t o m . He does include a section on art and it is that section which is of most
interest to my purposes here.

Fist of aU he notices no obvious representations of power in the art, but there
are small things that might suggest power when combined with other issues. First of dl,
there is the issue of size. In a hunting scene he noted that one figure is larger than the

rest (Wason, 1994:168-169). In the case of our photographs, we have evidence of this
as weU. In plates 11, 13 and 16 there are figures that are clearly much larger than the
others. In addition, they are also better dressed in more eIaborate clothing. In plate 13
the large figure is also in possession of the Sekhem scepter which as we have atready
seen is a power indicator(Wùkinson, 1992:183). In plate 11, the large figure to the left
happens to be writing, a ski11 which we know from ethnographie material noted in this

chapter was a SMperfkted by certain rnembers of the elite only.
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While we have no real displays of the conqueror standing over the conquered,
we do have an example of a large, elaborately dressed figure standing over someone

being beaten Plate 13 serves as a perfect, (albeit s d e r scaie), example of that type of
power relation. There is the large power figure standing watch while the smaller simply
dressed peasant is being punished.

F i i y , in reference to the unequal distribution of ltocury items, the evidence for
that is plentiful. In the photographs where people are working, ( plates 11, 12, 15 and
16 and also plate 4a in which men are transporting offerings to a tomb) the workers are

always simply clad in simple loin cloths, short or no hair and no jewelry while those that
watch over them are dressed in long, pleated robes with long hair (or wigs, it is at times

hard to tell) and occasionally jewelry. In the festive scenes and family scenes (plates 2,
3a&b, 5, 6 and 7) the people are all well dressed with fancy robes, elaborate wigs and
lots of jewelry. As we know £kom White, (1963:90)members of the lower classes did
not even posses such items.
Unfortunately due to the subject that I have chosen to study (wd art) there are

few midies similar enough to draw exact indicators that others have used to indicate
power structures. This is because the other shidies are actually midying the structures

diemselves whereas I am studying the method through which to study the structure. As
a result, they have drawn f?om all types of archaeological information (senlenent
patterns, mortuary practices, grave distribution etc.) whereas 1 have drawn nom the

wail art only. Had the subject of this thesis been power structures among the tomb
buiiders in the Ramesside period of ancient Egypt 1 would have had to draw on more
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types of informationjust as they did. It is my opinion though that this section serves to
aemonstrate the importance of ushg midies of a simiiar nature to draw eom.

Analyses fiom DBerent Theoretical Frameworks

In the preceding section of this chapter 1 have provided the reader with my

analysis of the material based on my chosen tools and including my biases. To fürther
illustrate the idea of the material as text 1 will view the tomb art materials in relation to
two of the three main formuiations conceming the dynamics of state formation that

were reviewed in chapter two. The three generai fomuiations discussed were the
'integration', 'conflia' and 'irrigation' hypotheses and now we wiU look at the
photographs of tomb art using 'integration' and 'conflict' formulations as bases. 1 have

chosen not to use the irrigation theory as there is no real information in the photographs
that we can draw fiom and it would not be worthwhile. I first briefly review the main

points of these formulations and then examine the photographs looking for evidence of

these points. The examination rnay not be done in great depth for such an approach

would be repetitious. Most of the small details visible in the photographs were
discussed in the preceding section. The following section wiii be much more general in
scope but the conclusions drawn Eom it are at least a d e p t e to dernonstrate how

social archaeology is able to produce a variety of kinds of conclusions depending upon
the specific wmrnitments of the basic formulations employed in analysis.

Integration Theory
Integration theorists (for example Moret & Davy, and Elman SeMce) are

comnkted to the view that the state developed through a collective WU. (Moret &

Davy, 1926:128; Haas l982:70-7 1) lntegration theorins maintain that there is a need
for strong organizational and administrative leadership in the areas of irrigation, Iabor

and military in order to unite (iegrate)

the people. This allowed for peaceful

formation of administrative bodies who had the mandate to ruie most aspects of the
society. This mandate was &@y

given by aIl and the result was a society that

acknowledged the need for an administrative body and this acceptance made for a
relatively peaceful society. (For more information on this subject please see chapter
two .)

If we were to look at the photographs of Egyptian tomb art fiom the point of
view of integrationia theorists we would find sdlicient evidence to support the idea

that the state rose out of the collective will and need for strong organizational
leadership and administration where irrigation, labor and military were concemed.

In plate 4a. we see a b e r a l procession in which everyone is working together
towards a common goal. Ail figures are helpuig to transport offerings to the tomb of

the deceased and are not working for their own personai gain., but to help others. There

appears to be no supervisor nor threat of sanction fioni any penon who has more
control than anyone else. Each figure is aware of the task to be done and what s/he
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must do in order to make it happen This in itseif is a good example of the idea of the

collective wili.
In plates 11 and 16 we see royal workshops. Whiie in each of these photographs
there is clearly one figure who holds more authonty than the others, neither one appears
to be taking a threatening stance, nor do they hold any type of weapons or implements

which would indicate that they are using coercion, violence or any other forms of

sanction as a means of control. Again the workers (as we have seen in plate 7) know
what they have to do and are going about it peacefbily.

Similar observations may be made regarding the semants in the festive scenes in
plates 5, 6 and 7. Al servants appear to be doing their jobs peacefbliy and without fear
or contempt. AU seem to know what they have to do and they seem secure in the
knowledge that, while supervisors are present their role is a positive one rather then a

negative one and that they are there merely to facilitate and control in a positive
productive way as opposed to a negative one. What this means is that the supenisor's
presence is not perceived as threatening nor is he perceived as being there to punish.

Instead the workers see the supervisors as people who are there to see that each
craftsrnan can do his job efféctiveiy and to the bea of his ability by making sure that

they have al1 of the materials they need and that the workshop gays orderly so that they
can ail work without interruption.
The role of the gods is interestkg and obviously very important to the people.

In several of the photographs we see people standing in deference and making offerings
to the gods. Two excellent examples are plates 9 and 10. In both of hem, the humans
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are clearly praising the gods in a respectful manner. The people are aware that the gods

control ail that happens on earth, and they respect and recognize this power in a
positive way.

Conflict Theori'rsts
Conaict theorists (for example Marx & Engels, Gordon Childe and Morton
Fried.) who believe that the state came about as a response to increased technology
where food production was concerned. The general argument is that increased
technology created a surplus of food, which in turn created a class structure in which a

few individuals or groups controiied the means of production, surplus commodities and
wealth. Control over production gave them control over others. It is the contention of

the conflict theorists that as the technology developed and the wealth and resources

became concentrated in the hands of a few, the state developed as a means of
controfing the resulting conflicts between classes. (For more Somation on this

subject see chapter two.)
In looking for evidence of this in the photographs of Egyptian tomb art, we do

find a fair amount of evidence which supports the fact that the wealth and resources are
concentrated in the hands of a few who control the rest.

In plate 13 we see evidence that there were specific officers who had control
over the activities of the workers. In the lower register of the top plate we see a man
who is being beaten, while another is begging for mercy in fiont of the owner of the

tomb. Here we clearly see an exampie of officers controllhg members of the lower
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class. This power or control is also seen in plate 14, in which the peasant or worker
mouches before officials who hold writing palettes, usually indicative of a scribe or

some other learned person. Here the weU-educated and well-trained have control over
laborers and it is clear from both images that the peasants feared the power and control
that the officials had over them and probably dreaded and the punishrnents or the

sanctions that may be imposed on them.
If we examine plates 11 and 16, which are scenes of royal workshops we see
that one figure is supervishg while several others who are not as weil dressed or
groomed are working. The differences in their appearance (clothùig, jewehy, hair etc.)
si@.@ that the supervisors clearly have more access to and control over resources and

wealth. This access over resùurces also enables them to have control over labor, the
laborers being of a lower class.
The sarne sort of idea may be applied to plates 5, 6 and 7, in al1 of which well

dressed noblemen and their wives are being tended to by servants. Class differential

based on control of resources and production of food is evident. Upper class people are
weH dressed, adomed with elaborate jewels and hair styles, and often hold flowers
(which due to access to water and suitable land for growing such items would be a real
lwcury), while the lower classes who do not control production, but rather produce are
sirnply clothed with no jewels or other items of lwury.

Egyptian religion also supplies us with some valuable Uiformation here. In plates
9 and 10 we see human figures worshipping the gods, which may be read as another

display of control or hierarchy in power. Humans believed that the gods were al1
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powerfu, cenainly more powerful than any human, and as a result, humans must

wonhip them and provide them with offerings to keep them fkom being angered.

Conciusion

In this chapter we have demonstrateci the method of sociai archaeology. Using a
series of photographs from the private tombs of the royal artisans at Deir el-Medina in
Thebes, we have attempted to describe what the power and social relations of the day
might have looked like. Again I would like to remind the reader that this is not a thesis
in Egyptology nor do 1 profess to be an expert in the area of powers structures in

ancient Egypt. This chapter was to serve as a fomm through which to illustrate the
methods employed in a social archaeological study and it has done jua that. It is not an

in depth analysis of social and power structures in ancient Egypt but rather an
operationalization of sociai archaeology.

The fkst section was a discussion of how the

state arose in Egypt. It also

included a look at the t o m of Deir el-Medina as it may have looked during the
Eighteenth, Nueteenth and Twentieth Dynasties of ancient Egypt.

In the second section of the chapter I provided the reader with my analysis of
what the social and power structures of the day might have looked like. In doing so, 1
used my defkition of power which is outlined in detail in chapter two and combïned this
with the howledge chat 1 had acqWred through other ethnographie studies of ancient

Egypt. 1 applied that information to the photographs and conducted a social
archaeological study. The result of this study was an understanding of everything nom
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gender and familial relations to relations between laborer and supervisor to relations
between gods and humans. It provides the reader with,

(in

my opinion), a relatively

comprehensive feel for how these relations may acnially have looked.

The third &on

served as an example of how social archaeology Nives to see

the matenal as text rather than record. It takes the same photographs that 1have use&

but changes the theoretical base ever so slightiy to produce Herent conclusions. The
integrationist sees the relation between the state and the people as a calm one while the
codict theorist sees supervisors and more powerful people exercising their power over

others in a negative way.
While the conclusions here are differenî, there are still similarities. While one
side sees the power of the state as calm and peacefùl, while the other sees it as negative
and violent the fact remains that both analyses see the distinction between state and

worker, between human and god etc.

In the conclusion to this thesis these similarities and differences as welt as the
positive and the negative points of social archaeology wiU be discussed.

Some Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this thesis was to explore the theories and methods used by

social archaeology and was written in two sections. It is usefûi at this point to review
the course of our discussions before we atternpt to assess the more general merits of

social archaeology. The £ka section included chapters one and two and was an
exploration of social archaeology. The second section, chapter three, was the case study

which involved the application of theory and method to tomb art of Deir el-Medina.
Chapter one was a review of al1 the existing literature surrounding the subject of
social archaeology. It began with a history of archaeological method which provided an
illustration of how social archeology came into being and the trends in both theory and
method that brought about it's developrnent.

The literature surrounding social archaeology itseif was then discussed under

the following headings of theory and method.

The theory section discussed the need for a social archaeology. It is the need to
see objects as a

text

that can be read and reread depending on the perspective Eom

which the text is studied and the rnaterial and the tools that they use in the study. The

most important issue to corne out of our discussion is that studies such as social
archaeology should not be so eady accepted or dismissed. Any midy is not necessarily
ail positive or negative and good points can be extracted from every andysis. As such,
the rnaterial does not remah static and fiozen in time, but rather continues to grow and
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develop over time as it is read and re-read f?om various histoncal positions or
theoretical perspectives. Furthemore, one of the goals of social archaeology is to put
objects into their broader social contexts rather than just basing theïr interpretation on
the object's appearance or singular use. This approach would give objects greater
significance and provide those who study them with a greater appreciation for the item,
ifs uses, its meanings, and roles in society. More particularly, it wuld provide readers
with a greater understanding of how the society itseifworked.
FhaLly, there was a discussion of methodology or how social archaeological
analysis might be conducted. While it was a 'how to' discussion of how these studies
should be done, it, like the goals of this movement, are purely theoretical. The study
should involve some type of archaeological material and a question or issue to be
analyzed. Some type of theoretical material should be applied and conclusions should be
forrned. In addition, the researcher should consult and borrow from studies of a sirnilar
nature (not necessarily of the same culture or geographical area) to see how other social

archaeologists have conducted their analyses. What tools did they use? What types of
things did they look for and what did they h d ? What conclusions did they draw? The

researcher should use this knowledge as a tool for studying hisher own materials and
use it as a valuable source to draw frorn. In social archaeology there is always

something to be lemed from other studies and other researchers. This results in the
midies, like the material &se&being viewed as htercomected to other studies and not

as a separate entity. In addition, knowledge should be drawn from archaeological
accounts of the particular culture or others similar to it. In theory, this would provide a
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well-rounded d y s i s which draws information from several sources and places
archaeological material within its broader social wntexts.
Chapter two was a discussion of the 'tools' to be used in the analysis in chapter
t h e . As discussed in the tirst chapter, in doing a social archaeological d y s i s , one

should take a theory (or theories) and apply that theoq to the archaeological remains.

In addition, one should also examuie the eîhnographic material that already exists on
the subject as weil as studies of the same nature that have been conducted using other

bodies of archaeological material. In this chapter we examined the theories which
surround aate formation, namely integration, conflia and irrigation. We dso looked at
other archaeologicd midies that involveci social power. Finally, we went on to disniss
ethnographic accounts which dealt with the tomb builders of Deir el-Medina and the
lives that they led.

The beginning of chapter three is a bnef history of the rise of the nate in ancient
Egypt. While we used state formation theories at length in the second chapter and used

them again in the third, it must be acknowledged that Egypt was already a state at the

time of our case study. Chapter three therefore serves to orient the reader as to who the
tomb builders were and where they came fiom. It provides the reader with a brief

history of the rise of the Egyptian state. It also draws heavily fiom the ethnographic
matenal concerning the tomb builders and provides the reader with some insights as to

the kinds of occupations these people held and the ways in which they lived their daily

Iives. It disaisses issues of job training and benefits, day-to-day tasks and briefly
explains the social hierarchy.

2 14

In the second part of chapter three, 1 attempted to c o m a an image of the
social power relations of the workers in Deir el-Medina in ancient Egypt. Not oniy
were workers' power relations examined in relation to each other, but also in relation to
the spinhial world. 1 began by conducting my own study of the materials and by
drawing my own conclusions. in doing so, 1 drew &om key theoretical formulations on
social power, the idionnation derived ftom sknilar archaeologicd studies and fiom
ethnographie material on the workers to interpret some of the art found on the walls

of the workers7 private tombs at Deir el-Medina. 1 also hcluded a section which
focused solely on the similar archaeological accounts to further emphasize their
importance to the study. 1 then went on to reanalyze the material fiom the perspectives
of both confiia and integration theorists. This in itself constitutes a social
archaeological analysis. 1 took the same series of photographs of wall art and simply by

changing the theoretical slant of the analysis came out with three slightly different
interpretations of these images. The question as to whether or not this type of analysis

has anything to offer remains open at the end of chapter three.
First of all, it is impomt to remember that the subject of this thesis was not
ancient Egypt, it is the history and value of social archaeology. To that end it is of no
signincant consequence whether the study worked or not. AU 1was looking for was a

means through which to employ the method of social archaeology. Ancient Egypt and
the social power relations of the workers at Deir el-Medina were somewhat secondas,
to the main goals of this analysis. In relation to the discussion of Deir el-Medina nom
chapter three, it is clear that the photographs did not provide us with the same
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elaborate structure of social power that was disnissed in the etbnographic sources of

that chapîer. There are possible reasons for that. F i m of dl,the rem*

that we were

dealing with are over three thousand yean old. Much of it has been destroyed
completely or damaged beyond recognition and it is certain that we are not deaIing

with the fid situation. Second of all, due to the time conçtraints of a thesis of this
nature, my photograph search has been limited to the number of monographs on ancîent

Egyptian art which were readiiy available, and I have relied on a relatively small
number of books. Finally, it was found that the monographs available to me tended to

al1 use the same photographs. This is probably due to the fact that so few have
remained and even fewer remain in good condition. As a renilt, those are the ones that
have been used 5equently. Wtth that said, we can now look at the method.

The purpose of social archaeological analysis is to bring several elements
together in order to study archaeological remains fiom different perspectives. This has
happened here and it is my opinion that it worked weK The art on the walls of the
pnvate funerary chapels of the workers at Deir eCMedina is no longer an image of the

activities of the social life and the afterlife.
In our analysis the art provides important infiormation regarding the social
structures of the comunity. By drawing on theoretical formulations of the concept of
power we have a constructed framework or optic through which to examine a social
situation. Power provides the frameworlg the context in which to examine material
remains in order to represent what the power relations may have been. What is moa
interesthg here is that our analysis is far fiom being a

fixed text. This is well
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demonstrated by the three Merent approaches taken to the material in chapter three.

While there are issues that remain constant throughout the analyses there are also
marked differences. While

integration theory would see the power relations

demonstrated in plate 14 as a calm display of workers being wihgly submissive to

superiors for the greater good, the confiict theorkt views the same scene Eom a

dEerent angle. While dhe sees that there is an obvious display of social power with the
supervisor watching over the craftsrnen in the workshop, she sees this s u p e ~ s o r y

presence as thratenhg and one that the workers feu. Fundarnentally, the two view
points stem nom the same idea. The photo of the waii painting shows a supervisor,
pictured as much larger than the others, watching over the workers. They are smaller,
not as weil-dressed, their hair is short and simple and they Wear no jewelry. Obviously,
there is a show of social power here, but the meaning, the nature of this social power is
understood quite merently depending on the theoretical approach that is taken. This is
not to Say that any one of them is wrong (or right) but they are dserent. The flexibilïty

of the method is without a doubt a strong point of the whole notion of social
archaeology. Any components cm be used in combination with a group of matenai
remains to examine any archaeologically known social system. The resulting similarities

and clifferences in analytïcal finchgs serve to M e r our understanding of the past and
the social structures that operated in it. Both approaches acknowledge the centrality of
power, but they formulate it dinérently.
Retuming to the anaiysis in chapter three there are several issues regarding

social power that can be identifid. First of ail there is the issue of gender. From the
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photographs that were studied, there is a strong female presence. It is clear that women
played a strong role in the iives of these Egyptians and that idea is reinforcd by the
eequency with which they appear alongside their husbands, at ceremonid gatherings.

Along the same h e , there is the role of the family which again is well
represented in these photographs. Children appear with their parents on a regular basis

indicating that the f d y and children were a valued part of Egyptian We. There is also

one incidence of a woman breast-feeding (plate 1). In these tombs designed spe&cally
to portray their daily lives and serve as a monument to their lives, the fact that women

and children appear so regularly is highly signifiant.

The next area of Me that we can draw conclusions about is religion. The
ciifference between humans and the gods is a very prevalent idea in these paintings. We
often see humans praying to the gods and or making offerings to them. Clearly, the
gods played a significant role in the d d y lives of these workers. Take for exarnple plate
15, which depias Semedjem and his wife praying to what Wilkinson (1992:30)referred

to as "rnembers of the divine tribunal." The two people aand facing the tribunal with
their p a h raised in worship. We see this again in plate 16 with Anhurkhawi, also in a

typical prayer stance, with palms raised in fiont of him. He is making offerings in the
form of the three loaves of bread which appear on the table between hirnself and the
phoenix.

We may conclude that in Deir el-Medina there were diierent social classes of
people, some more powerful than others. Unfortunately though, we are unable to
conclude precisely how powefil or poweriess these individuals are based only on the
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conceptuai tools that have been utilized here. As was evident in the d y s i s section and

reiterated above, there are cerîaïn issues on which all sides would agree. It is my
contention that the threads that are cornmon in all of these analyses can be accepted as
at least highly probable understandings of the social structure of Deir el-Medina. The
value of social archaeology is that while one can accept its fmdings as provisional, it is
always open to new ideas and interpretations, and as such the interpretations continue
to grow as new ideas and understandings that people have of their world develop.
As far as Our analysis of the social power relations of the tomb builders is

concemed 1 would have liked to have explored other facets of their lives and other
sources of documentation (Le. other than the waU art) that exists conceming them. For
the purposes of this study it was necessary to limit my self to what I wiU cal1 mainstream

Literature regarding Deir el-Medina. The information on which 1 drew is that generally
accessible to the interested public. Now, with the general howledge that 1 have
acquired on the wall art it would be very interesthg to delve into other aspects of the
peoples' Lives- for example, household patterns and spatial analysis of the community.
Who Iived where in the town and why. Was there any connection to where their houses
were and their status in life? Were some dwellings larger than others, and if so why?
Another interesthg area would be chronological records. Was RaniS inhented or

earned? Was it a combination of both? Was there a correlation between family size and
status? A more in-depth examination of the role of women in society would provide
fascinating hsights to this examination, as would a better understanding of religion.
These are but a few examples. My fascination with the people of Egypt does not end
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here, and the better understanding I have of the aspects of society, the more insighâul
this study would become. Any social archaeologicai study would be better served by a

more complete understanding of the structure of the society in question. However,
despite the fact that 1would have enjoyed delving much further into this subject, time
constfaints have limàed the pool of material that I have been able to draw fioom.

Let us now retum to the principle issues of this thesis and those are the history
and value of social archaeology. What is important is that there are four components.
First of all, a strong theoretical fiamework. This should draw upon theoretical ideas
fîom other disciplines in order to try to understand the

multi-dimensionality of

archaeological objects. The theory combines disciplines in order to show that objects
were not just objects, but raùier that they were items which had extensive and ofien
diverse social meanings attached to them. Secondly, there is the e x d a t i o n of similar
archaeological analyses. In this case, what was looked for here was power and the
exarnination of social structures. Who was looking for these types of social structures?

Were they successful in hding them? What items served as indicators of power
relations (or other social relations) for their studies? With this information we can see
what the structures may have looked like in other cultures and if those studying them

were successful in identifying then. Thirdly, there is the wiiiingness to draw upon
ethnographie analysis. This information provides the examiner with working models of

what past social structures might have looked like. In this case, not only did they serve
to provide models for the hctioning of society, but they also provided Uiformation as
to what items rnay have served as power indicators. FinaIIy, there is the archaeological
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material to be

examined. By this I mean the actual materials or archaeological

assemblages that are going to be the base of the analysis. In this case my materiai was

the wall art, but other might use grave goods, settlement patterns, religious monuments

(or any monumems for that matter) or, as we have seen Li chapter three rnany people
use a combination of materiais.
Theoreticaily, the idea of a social archaeology is not only feasile, but a positive
step for the practice of archaeology. It does away with the idea that an object or a
historical event or situation is static and fixed in time which, in my opinion, is a very

refieshing idea. It also does away with the idea of an absolute truth in archaeological
analysis and again 1 am in total agreement. Objects fiom the past are meant to be

studied and observed, but it is a temble mistake ever to assign them one meaning that
will define them pemanently. Just as is the case now, different objects or events mean
ditferent things to dinerent people. Al1 is dependent upon one's experiences, biases and
place in society and the same notion should be applied to objects fiom the pan. First of

al1 the idea of a ' r d past' is problematic. As previously discussed, an object by w n i e
of being discovered is now in the present, and the meaning applied to it in some way
reflects the examiner's reahty. Secondly, the object in its own situation meant different
things to different people. Therefore, the idea of a real and immutable past is deeply
problematic and aüowing for the systematic reexamination of objects is a very positive
development.
MethodologicalIy speaking, the guidelines are f&Iy loose. This gives the
examiner the leeway to proceed the way s/he sees fit while stiii having a fiamework in
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which to work. AU that is needed is the archaeological matenal, the theoiy, the similar
archaeological studies and the ethnographie material. Wiîhin that fiarnework anything

cm be used. This allows for great flexibility and provides us with the diversity of
analyses that the movement strives for.
The practice of social archaeology should be viewed as a positive trend in

archaeology. It strives to see archaeology as a subject that has no fixed a m e r s , but
rather 'possible ideas th& may have b e n me'. It does away with the idea that objects
have one meaning and purpose and places them within broad social systems. This gives

readers a better understanding of how objects and events were connected to each other
as well as to the people in the p s t . What this does is provide a p a t e r understanding of

how events in the past took place rather than a view of objects and events as
independent of one another. This is a very positive trend in archaeology and will

continue to prove very useful in Mering our understanding of hiaoncal process.

Appendir A

Plates

Plate 1
c. 1305-1080 BC. Wornan nursing a child. Ostracon. Deir el-Medina. New Kingdom.
Copyright William H.Peck, 1978:14.

Plate 1

Copyright William Ei. Peck, 1978:M

Plate 2
Entrance waii to the hall of pillas in the tomb of Ramose at Thebes. A festive
gathering. Left part of the relief Pictured here are Keshy and an unknown person as
well as May and his wife Werel.
Copyright Kurt Lange and Max b e r , 1968:#173

Plate 2

Copyright Kurt Lange & Max Hirmer, 1968:i5t173

PIate 3A
From the entrance waii in the Hall ofPillars in the tomb of Ramose. Pictured here are
the parents of Ramose, Neby and Apuya.
Copyright Kun Lange and Max Humer, l968:# 173.

Plate 3A

Copyright Kurt Lange & Max Hhmer, 1968:#174

Plate SB
From the entrance wall in the HaLl ofPillars in the tomb ofRamose. Pictured here are
the brotber of Ramose, Amenhotep, and his d e , May.
Copyright Kun Lange and Max Himer, 1968:#175.

Plate 3b

Copyright K m Lange & Max m e r , 1968:#175

Plate 4
W( Dynasty. Frorn the tomb of Ramose at Thebes. Scenes ffom a funeral procession.
Top half depicts a funerary register extending the length of the w d while the boaom is
a detail of it.
Copyright Kurt Lange and Max Hirmer, 1968:#171.

Plate 4

Plate 4A
c. 1375 BC.Detail of plate 4 which depicts servants bringing fumishings to the tomb of
Rarnose at Thebes.
Copyright Arpag Mekhitarian, 1954:114.

Plate 4B
c. 1375 BC.This detail of plate 4 depicts servants taking goods to the tornb, while
women express their grief:
Copyright Charles K.Willanson, 1983:33-34.

Plate 4b

Copyright Charles K. Wilkinson, 1983:33-34

Plate 5
X E Dynasty. Tomb of Sennedjem at Thebes. Pictured here are the tomb owner and his
wife on the nght whiie on the lefi are Tcharo and his wife Taia. Pictured in the center is
Bounakhtec son of Semedjem, a funeral pnest.
Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#3 8.

Plate 5

Copyright Andre L'Hote: 1964:#38

Plate 6
c. 1275 BC.Deir el-Medina. This substantially restored painting cornes fiom the tomb
of the sculptor Ipy. Ipy and his wife receive o f f e ~ g fkom
s
their children who are
pictured here at right.
Copyright Rita E. Freed, l987:93.

Plate 7
WC Dynasty. Deir el-Medina. The typical f d y at Deir el-Medina Pictured here is the
foreman Anherkhau, his wife and their children.
Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#3 9.

Plate 7

Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#39

Plate 8
Dynasty, Thebes. From the tomb of Semedjem. Semedjem and his wife appear at
work in the fields of paradise.
Copyright, h d r e L'Hote, 1954:#69.

Plate 8

Plate 9
W( Dynasty. Thebes. From the tomb of S e ~ e d j e mPictured
.
here are Semedjm and
wife standing before Osiris and the other members of the divine tribunal.
Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#149.

Plate 9

Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#149

Plate 10
XIX- XX Dynasty, Thebes. From the tomb of Anhurkhawi. Pictured here is the
deceased standing before the Phoenix of Heliopolis.
Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#155.

Plate 10

Copyright Andre LTHote,1954:#165

Plate 11
Thebes. From the Tomb of Nefferompet. A scribe takes inventory while artisans are at
work on tbeir crafts.
Copyright Andre L7Hote,IgM:#lO8.

Plate 11

Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1964:#108

Plate 12
XMI Dynasty. Thebes. From the tomb of the vizier Rekhmire. Pictured here zt the top
are goldsmiths and on the bottom, brick-making.
Copyright Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt, l96î:#S.

Plate 13
X W Dynasty. From the tomb of Menna at Thebes. The Lord of the Tomb supervises
the workers in the field.
Copyright Wolfhart Weçtendorf, 1968:120.

Plate 14
X V l I I DynaSr. From the tomb of Mema at Thebes. Governent officials.
Copyright Wolfhart Westendorf, 1968:120.

Plate 14

Copyright WoIfhart Westendorf, 1968:120

Plate 15
XVIII Dynasty. From the tomb of ReWimara at Thebes. Workers weighing the gold.
Copyright Andre L'Hote, 1954:#lO5.

Plate 16
c. 1380.Thebes. From the tomb

ofNebamun and Ipuky. A royal workshop.

Copyright Charles K. Wilkinson, 1983:36.

Appendir B

Ethics and Politics in Archaeological Research

Research etbics, and the politics of consewation and herîtage are issues of grconcem. Unfominately, a pnce has ben placed on the past, which in ternis of artifacts
is an non-renewable resource (Shanks & Tilley, 1987b). There has been an urgency to
excavate as much as possible in order to preserve it, to leam nom it, and to place it on

display so that people can view it. However, ideas about how best to conserve and
learn nom archaeological remains are highly problematic. People often agree that there
are problems, but frequently there is neither the money nor the tirne to address them.
There is also the problem of creating representations of culture and heritage for people,
which may contribute to alienating them fiom their own history and their place in it.

Questions exist about the purposes of the excavation of materiais simply in order for
museums to acquire them where only a select few may have access to them. Over the
past few years 1 have discussed this issue with severai archaeologists and
anthropologists who are in agreement that, unfortunately, most d a c t s in museums
are noy on display and are stored in warehouses where the conditions for preservation

are less than adequate. Furthemore, the syçtems of cataloguing rnay tend to be so
inadequate that departments of a museum may never know what other departments
have. Due to admission coas and location of museums,relatively few people have

ready access t o exhibits. This restncts the viewing of the remains to those who have
the financial means to access them (usudy the middle and upper classes) and cuts
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everyone else offfkom the past that is thein. What is the justification for practices
such as these? Whose history is it and who can justifiably do what with it? (Shanks &

Tilley, 19Wb).

The problem of the 'past as the past' as opposed to the 'past as a practice in the
present' (Shanks & Tilley, 1987b:7) must also be noted. When the past (represented
by archaeological remains) is unearthed, it loses its initial context as it is brought into

the present. The material becomes subjected to modem technologies, and modem
academic discourses which may radically alter and indeed reconstitute the significations
and meanings of the objects. In the interpretation of objects, labels fiom the western

world are applied and in this way, interpreters become included inthe construction
of the identity of the object(s).

The issue the issue of alternative constructions of history, are addressed in
Kuper' s The Invention of Primitive Societv: Transformations of an Illusion (1988) and
Said's Onentalism (1 979).Through archaeology, essentially a western discipline, the
archaeologists in effect 'mate the past', or at least m a t e potent representations of the
past. Western acadernics have done more than just study objects and write reports.

Their studies have not been fiee âom politid ramifcations and effects on society as a
whole. We have given hiaoq to cultures which did not previously have" one (what 1
"

refer to here is the fact that archaeologically known histories are " prehistonc", which
implies that they didn't exist before conventionai methods of recording history, a
conception that many are now trying to criticize). In Our efforts to gain knowledge and
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l e m fiom the p s t , we have created colorful representations, and in a sense the resuits
of our studies have 'become history'. They have not becorne 'footnotes to history',
but rather the hiaory itself. To the Egyptians we have given a nch 'historyY7of a time

when the pharaohs niled Pharaonic Egypt. This power to give or withhold history is

essentially a product of westem academic discourse ( see Kuper, 1988).

To illustrate the 'creation of history' 1cite Edward Said:
On a visit to Beirut during the terrible civil war of 1975-1976 a
French journalist wrote regretfûiiy of the gutted downtown area that
'it had once seemed to belong to ...the Orient of Chateaubriand and
Nerval' he was right about the place, of course especially so fa.as a
European was concemed. The Orient was almost a European
invention and had been since antiquity a place of romance, exotic
beings haunting memones and landscapes ,remarkable
experiences...The Orient has helped to define Europe or at least as its
contrasting image' idea, personality experience. Yet none of the
orient is merely imaginative. The Orient is an integral part of
European material civilization and culture (Said, 1979: 1-2).
In the actions of academics which have recreated the past they have 'given a past' to

so-called 'prehistoric societies' and at the same t h e have 'taken' this history and
appropriated it by incorporating it into our own. The 'history' of the Orient is as much

a part of European history as European history is itself. We must understand westem
analyses of ancient Egypt in this context. Those who live in the Onent, have liale

exposure to the romantic or mystenous ideas that Westerners have about the Onent,
but the majority of westem people know nothing else. What they are exposed to are

the political consequences of oriental representations. They lack the first-hand
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experience necessary to understand what history, beyond what has been written by

western academics might really have been like. In a sense academics have created what
they have wanted to see not dways consciously or intentionally, and not ody do the
people of the world continue on with these notions, they have become a part of our

own past, part of what makes the westem world what it is (Said, 1979). In other
words, the studying of material remains from "prebistoric" cultures opens the door for
colorful representations of what the past may have looked like; representations which

are not politically neutral or benign. Ihe findings fkom these acadernic studies have

b e n embraced by people who live in the particular area and even more so by the
people who have never had a chance to visit the area to study it for themselves. In a

sense, the studies of westem academics give a life to people who rnay only have
appeared to them on a clay pot, a Me rooted in westem concepts. In the process, the
academics themselves have become a part of the history-making process. Just by

recordiig their interpretations, they incorporate who they are into their fuidigs and as

a r e d t the history that they have created belongs dso to them.
Furthemore, to whom do archaeological remains belong? Once they are
excavated, to whom do the remains belong? Where should they be displayed? Who has

junsdiaion over them and who conducts the analysis? (Shanks & Tilley, 1987b). It can
be argued that the majonty of the archaeological remains belong to the westem world

as a part of our colonial history, and since the past is in part a westem academic
creation, then these objects and the values and meanings assigned to them belong just
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as much to us as to the count.Iyin which they were fond. But just how far can we go
as claiming this material as our own? 1s it justifiable to have a large Egyptian collection

of artifacts in a field museum in Europe or Amerka, or should the collection be
retumed to Egypt, the land where it was excavated ?

Archaeology is closely linked to ethicaVpolitica1 concems in terms of adhird
jurisdiction and representation. To whom does the past or images and its remains
belong? Who should be entitled to the revenue which this material generates?
Archaeology has been dominateci and practiced mostly by westernen. Because of this,
it seemed only logical that Ytifacts which they discovered nghtly be retunied to the
archaeologist's country to be kept as personal belongings, to be sold to collectors, or
to be donated or sold to museums. As a result, many of the excavated artifacts are far

from their places of origineFor example, the majority of Egyptian artifacts are located
in Britain, the U. SA-, Canada and Europe. W1th the exception of the Egyptian

Museum in Cairo, there are relatively few left in Egypt itself. This poses a problem

not only for current rnuseum holdings, but for artifacts not yet excavated. The question
rernains: to whom should they belong? Should d a c t s that have long been considered
the property of museums in foreign counties be retumed to their places of origin?

Should the country in question be pefmitted to buy the anifacts back? What is to
become of artifacts excavated in the fiture? These issues are closely tied to the
political and ethicai concems we have raised. Does anyone own the past? 1s anyone
really in a position to pass judgment on how the past may have appeared? What is a
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museum and how fàr do museum property rights extend? It is aiI too

to ask

radical questions, but if one were to atternpt to make archaeology cornpletely ethicai,
the discipline would be placed in senous jeopardy.
After all, the practice of archaeology is based primarily on excavation and the
d y s i s of whatever is discovered. While the intention is to study and Ieam from this
material, the issue of excavating remains is problernatic in itself Immediately the issue
of who owns the remains must arise. W e most archaeologists probably do their best
to remain ethicai, there will probably always be issues that are of concern. What is
necessas, here is the adherence to codes of ethics that are acceptable to di concerned,
Born the acadernics to the politicians. In other words, a middle-of-the-road type of
ethical conduct code, not idexible, but undemood and maileable enough to fit any

situation that may arise.

In Reconstructïq Archaeoloa- Shanks and Tilley (1992) present the reader
with a few points which deserve wefùl consideration. Ethics should not sirnply be lefl

as an issue to be considered after the research is complete (1992:XVm). Ethicd
concems should be ingrained and sewe as an equai part of the process. Further, this is
not jus a shidy 3f the past, but rather a study of the past within the present(
1992:XVIlI). We must all be aware how current opinions and thoughts exist within

the discipline. As for museums, they must illustrate clifferences and influences. A
homogeneous ethicd formulation serves only to hide and ignore the wider context of
items (1992:W).In the opinion of Shanks and Tilley (1992:98), it is dso of the utmost
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importance to recognize authorship and its location in a school of interpretation.

Interpretations and analyses must remah open ended so that those viewing archaeological representations may fornulate their own opinions. Finally, artifacts rnust be
examined in ternis of use and fundon so as not to freeze them into a state of uni-

dimensionality and uniformity (1992:98).
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